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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents the results of implanting He*^  plus Zn"*"
■ +into GaAs. The effects of He implantation prior to 
implanting the Zn and the behavior at high annealing 
temperatures (700/^C ~ 9 0 0  ®C) have been investigated 
using the van der Pauw technique to measure electical 
properties and Rutherford backscattering to measure the 
residual disorder. The doses and energy for the zinc 
implantation were 10^^ cm"^ & 5 x 10^^ cm”  ^and 150 keV 
respectively. Also for the helium implantation, the doses
IT — h ^  ^P
and energies were 10 cm" to 10 cm” and 35 keV &
50 keV respectively.
The reordering rates of the disordered layers produced by 
the.implantations are changed for the dual implanted and 
for the zinc singly implanted samples depending upon 
anneal temperatures, below 700 ^C or the higher tempera­
tures (700 ^C^-'SOO °C). The reordering of the lattice
disorder occurs at an earlier time for the He plus Zn
. 0implanted samples when annealed at 800 C.
The prebombardment at a dose of 10^^ He'*’ cm ^  enhances 
the lattice reorder; the recrystallization occurs in 5 min 
as compared with 15 min required for the sample implanted 
with 10^^ He'*’ cm”  ^plus 10^^ Zn^ cm” .^ Some residual 
lattice disorder remained after all the annealings in this 
experiment for the samples implanted with zinc alone.
oAfter annealing in the temperature range of 800 C to 
850 °C a marked change in the depth profiles resulted.
This may indicate that the thermal energy of this tempera­
ture corresponds to the formation of interstitial Zn in GaAs 
Above 850 °C a significant zinc diffusion is observed (e.g.
■ ■ o  ■ ■
junction depth over 1. 5 yU, after 900 C* 5 min annealing),
The use of dual implantation is in most cases effective in 
restricting diffusion in short time annealings. Also, the 
encapsulants (Al and Si^N^) influence the lattice recrystal­
lization and the depth profile significantly.
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(I) INTRODUCTION
*Ion Implantation* is widely recognised as a most versatile 
and ideal technique for device fabrication. A vast range of 
science research and applied engineering in this topic is 
pursued and there is the possibility of further advances in 
this application. One weak point which requires more laborious 
research to improve the technique is the concern of this thesis.’ 
It is in regard to the lattice disorder created by ion implan­
tation which hinders the electrical activity of dopants. 
Accordingly a subsequent annealing procedure is required to 
achieve high electrical activation. Whereas, a deep dopant 
■- diffusion may tend to take place for such ions as S'*" Be'*’
and Zn ^  in GaAs during high processing temperatures.
Thus, we have to compromise accepting a rather low electrical 
activation yield and making use of moderate anneal temperatures 
where an accurate dopant profile (as expected from the LSS 
Gaussian distribution) is desired. ' This is the main point 
that we are attempting to change with a new method so as to 
result in high electrical activities and precise depth profiles.
Much work on several particular aspects of zinc implantations
into GaAs has been issued in this decade. There are, however,
many unknown parts in the complex properties of zinc ions, so
further advances of science and the technique are possible. In
this thesis, for example, new evidence of the anomalous effect
15 —2of the zinc dose of 5 x 10 cm on the Rutherford Backscatter­
ing spectra is described.
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In addition to zinc single implantations and helium single
,
implantations, we have been investigating the influence of He 
prebombardment on zinc diffusion in He'*’ plus Zn'*' dual implanta­
tions. To elicit the dominant factors in the complicated dual 
implantation, we measured the properties of specific aspects of 
the annealing behavior at high temperatures by the use of the 
van der Pauw and helium Rutherford backscattering technique.
The effect of encapsulation was also investigated using A1 film 
and S i v a p o r  deposited films (two deposition temperatures) 
because this effect plays a dominant role in obtaining high 
electrical activities. For high anneal temperatures above 
700 C, a sufficiently endurable encapsulant is required to 
protect the substrate surface and to achieve the expected carrier 
concentration profile.
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(II) LITERATURE SURVEY
(II) 1: a brief survey on acceptor implantations in GaAs
Zinc is frequently used as a p-type dopant in GaAs device
fabrication such as tunnel diodes, light emitting diodes(LED),
IMPATT diodes, etc. Thus, many investigations on zinc implan- 
2
tations r in GaAs have been carried out over the past
decade.
2'^ 4-)Among the published reports, R. Hunsperger et al ' studied
in detail the annealing behavior of Zn”** implantation by 
capacitance/voltage (C-V) measurements and photoluminescence 
measurements. The implantation energy was very low (20 keV) 
in order to produce a p-layer close to the surface. In their 
experiment, as in most of the cases of other research work in 
the past decade, SiOg was used for the encapsulation. They 
found that a p-Z-n structure was created by the implantation 
(at 400 and at room temperature). Beyond the p-type region,
there existed a semi-i%sulating layer (Z) possibly related to 
arsenic vacancies. Thus, an abrupt junction was not formed 
by the implantation into an n-type substrate; the p-layer 
produced by the implantation was not adjacent to the n-layer.
The implantation at 400 °C produced a thicker Z-layer than the 
. one at room temperature. As a result, the thickness of the 
Z-layer depends upon the implantation temperature. Moreover, 
an annealing at 900 produced a thicker Z-1 ayer (I20yt6 ) than 
(28y^) by an annealing at 600 The photoluminescence measure­
ments suggested that one peak in the spectrum is related to the 
formation of complex defects of zinc (acceptor) and arsenic 
vacancies.
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The existence of a p-Z-^ structure was confirmed by a similar 
experiment with Cd"*" & As'*' dual implantation. The dual
implantation produced a p-n structure while the Cd'*’ single 
implantation contained a p-^-n structure.
Other research work on zinc implantation has been mainly
concerned with the measurement of electrical activity by the
■ 9) ■van der Pauw or by the C-V methods. Some results did
achieve an electrical activity of 100 ^  with SiOo encapsula-
' n ' - V 'tion by annealing at 700 C (the optimum temperature).
6 VOne published report by Gamo et al / shows the isochronal 
annealing behavior by RBS spectra on zinc implantation at 
liquid nitrogen temperatures. The amorphous layer was created 
by a dose of 3 x 10^? Zn'*' cm” ,^ and the spectrum after anneal­
ing at 600 °C indicated complete recovery of crystallinity 
when compared with the unimplanted GaAs spectrum.
However, these data are still lacking in detailed information 
on the carrier concentration profiles and correlation between 
lattice structure and electrical activity on annealing
■ ■  ■ o
behavior particularly at high temperatures, that is, 800 C
900 °c.
In addition to Zn* implantations, Cd* implantation 2,4,33,50,51)
has also been investigated in some detail, and the results 
show similar properties to Zn’*' implanted GaÀs although Cd 
implantation produces heavier lattice disorder and thicker 
-layer in a p^-n structure.
There is also some published work on Be"*" and Mg"*" implantations
52,53) which show rather different characteristics. Electrical
activities up to 80 ^ have been achieved at 600 °0 in Be*
52)implantation.  ^ The temperature is noticeably lower than 
the range of 700 °C^800 °C which is required for the annealing
of heavier ions ( e.g. Zn"*", Cd"*"). The results from another
+ 5 ^ )experiment of Be implantation show marked broadening of
carrier concentration profiles after annealing at high tempera­
tures, 650 C— 850 °C.
As for Mg implantation, Mg behaves similarly to Be implanted
52 y
GaAs. The result ' from the early recovery of mobility
■ o 'after annealing at 600 C suggests the lattice disorder 
produced by Mg'*" implantation anneals at a lower temperature 
than in the case of Cd and Zn implantation. It is also 
found after annealing at 800 °C-^900 °C, that the acceptor 
concentration profile spreads more than three times the theo­
retical range (LSS). Prom another exper i m e n t , t h e  maximum 
electrical activity was obtained by annealings in the lower 
temperature range, 700 °C to 750 °C.
(II) 2: zinc diffusion and solid solubility
There are also a considerable number of reports on zinc
1 op y
diffusion and solid solubility experiments. This is
partly due to the anomalous properties of zinc diffusion
which is affected by the concentration of z i n c . T h e r e  are
two known mechanisms suggested; a vacancy mechanism proposed
14)by Kendal et al, and an interstitial mechanism by Longini.
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The interstitial diffusion mechanism is frequently adopted 
in most research work, and this is a dominant factor which 
influences the electrical properties measured in this experi­
ment as well.
The fundamental mechanism of zinc diffusion first suggested 
by Longini  ^ is described as follows. He investigated the 
deterioration of electrical properties of highly zinc doped 
tunnel diodes which is caused by anomalous zinc diffusion.
The conclusion was that zinc (donor), in the form of Zn'*"*’ ions, 
diffuses interstitially from the p-region into the n-region 
when the diode is forward-biased. Whereas, for the acceptor 
zinc (ionized negatively), the drift due to the electric:: ! 
field may be enhanced when the device is reverse-biased.
Casey et al 15,16,22) an intensive investigation of the
diffusion of zinc and its solid solubility using the evacuated 
ampoule technique (the isoconcentration method). There are 
various minor differences between the diffusion source prepara­
tions; some experiments use pure zinc and others use alloy 
sources. Other methods employ a diffusion mask of SiOg or 
zinc doped SiOg as a mask and source. However, some methods 
cause surface deterioration.
Due to the anomalous properies of zinc diffusion, rather differ­
ent results of solid solubility of zinc in GaAs varies from 
6 X  10^^ cm”  ^ to 2 X  10^^ cm”  ^according to the individual 
researcher.
— 6 —
In addition to the usual diffusion mechanism, a ’high diffusion 
23 )path* . ' sometimes influences the result of a whole experiment.
The high diffusion path is explained as a phenomenon of extra­
ordinary rapid diffusion through grain boundaries, lattice 
dislocations or free surface, and affected by other irregular 
factors.
(II) 3: encapsulation
Regrettably few reports focused on this encapsulation
effect of GaAs implantation were published which is crucially 
important in many respects such as electrical activation yield, 
recrystallization, stoichiometry, impurity redistribution, 
formation of complex defect, etc. As for silicon substrate, 
there is no problem to grow SiOg on surface, and the stable 
SiOg is completely ideal protective layer in high temperature 
processes in silicon implantation.
Whereas, the encapsulation is an inevitable demand for compound 
semiconductors in a high temperature process. The encapsulation 
is an important factor in activating impurity centers in the sub­
strate during annealing. The encapsulation works not only to pro­
tect the surface from the atmosphere during lattice recrystalli­
zation, but also to prevent the dissociation of GaAs and thereby 
creating vacancies which will effect the electrical behavior 
and impurity redistribution.
The above mentioned SiOg is not a good encapsulant for GaAs 
substrate because of the evidence of Ga out-diffusion into
In addition, Si02 and some other encapsulants some-
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times fail by cracking due to the different rate of thermal 
expansion during annealing at high temperatures. Furthermore, 
surface strain caused by the difference of lattice constants 
between the encapsulant and the substrate when deposited on 
surface might influence unidentified effects in a high tempera­
ture process.
Hence, Si^N^ or AIN has been used frequently for encapsulation 
in recent years. In some cases, a double layered structure has 
been used for particular purposes. In addition, many other 
methods such as plasma deposition are still being studied.
There are two major methods to form Si^N^ films on GaAs sub­
strate. One method ^5,53) developed by Cal.Tech. group employs 
the reactive sputtering method which uses silicon in a N^ atmo­
sphere. The other method is the pyrolytic process deposi­
tion (C.V.D.) at high temperatures, e.g. reaction of SiH^ and 
NH^ at about 700 °C.
One disadvantage of the sputtered Si^N^ encapsulant is the 
difficulty in adhesion of the layers and the formation of 
cracks in some of the encapsulants. Whereas, the pyrolytic 
method involves two processes occurring at the same time, that 
is, in addition to the growing of Si^N^, surface dissociation 
of GaAs can take place.
In the report by Eisen et al,^^ ^ sputtered Si^N^ and sputtered 
AIN encapsulants show some different effects on the photolumi­
nescence spectra from Te"*" implanted GaAs. The sample annealed
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with Si^N^ encapsulation shows a peak (1.26 eV) which corre­
sponds to the existence of a tellurium-gallium vacancy complex, 
while the spectra from AIN encapsulated samples show no peak 
at the same energy. The effects by the different encapsulants
on sheet carrier concentrations and profiles were also exhib-
25)ited in the report. * Broader profiles were obtained from
t .
the Te implanted samples using Si^N^ encapsulation than using 
AIN encapsulation. Prom the photoluminescence spectra, they 
concluded that electrical activation with the two encapsula­
tions might be associated with théir'own different effects on 
selectively"balancing of - vacancies' in the implanted samples.
(II) 4: complex defect
The existence of complex defects can have drastic effects on the 
electrical activities produced in ion implantation or in the 
other device fabrication techniques. As for GaAs or the other 
compound semiconductors in particular, the formation of 
vacancy-impurity complexes has become the main interest among 
many researchers recently. During this decade, many donor- 
gallium vacancy complex defects have been found.
A typical example is tellurium implantation at 200 
400 which produces more than 95 9^ of Te occupying substitu­
tional lattice sites. However, the electrical measurements 
show only up to 30 ^  of the, impurity atoms are electrically 
active after annealing, possibly due to the formation of com­
plex defects which lower the yields drastically.
Another donor-Ga vacancy complex was found in Se implanted
GaAs. * ' This complex defect was introduced by the effect
of Si^N^ encapsulation but did not occur when AIN encapsula­
tion was used. Hence, the effect of the encapsulation is one 
of the dominant factors which influences the formation of 
complex defects.
As for acceptor and arsenic vacancy complex defects, there
32)are several reports published. Kressel et al \ studied
p-type. Si doped GaAs grown by liquid phase epitaxy.
Usually Si enters the Ga site and shows n-type characteristics.
However, this p-type Si-doped GaAs grown in Ga rich atmosphere
showed the formation of a complex defect connected with
arsenic vacancy in photo luminescence measurements. In Cd’*’
33 )implantation too, photoluminescence showed the existence 
of cadmium and arsenic vacancy complexes. Also, the complex
" 34)defect of zinc and arsenic vacancy was found by Su et al
in zinc doped liquid phase epitaxial material grown in Ga rich
atmosphere.
In addition to the above mentioned simplified model of a * com- ;
pi ex defect*, i.e. mono vacancy, and impurity couple,!'there -exist 
complicated defects related to divacancies or multi-vacancies, 
lattice dislocation and interaction between charged defects, 
etc.
(II) 5: pairing effect (charge state effect)
This complicated effect was investigated by Pladda et al 85,36) 
for mixed dopant implantations into silicon and germanium 
substrates. The experiments were performed on various combina­
tions of p- and n-dopants which were implanted into the sub-
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strate, and measured by RBS (backscattering spectra along 
(ill) and (no) ).
■ +The effect is clearly shown by dual implantation of Sb plus
Tl*** into Ge substrates. As Sb"** implantation is done before 
+T1 implantation, highly substitutional T1 is measured.
However, Tl*** single implantations cannot yield such high 
substitutionality. Namely, the n-dopant preimplantation 
enhances the decrease of scattering yield along (lll^ and 
(no) as a result. This phenomenon might be explained as 
some replacement effect that substitutional donors are effec­
tive in suppressing the interstitial component. This effect 
seems to be dependent on the dose of n-type dopant implanted 
prior to. p-type dopant implantation. The.more an n-type dopant 
is pre-implanted into the.substrate, the higher the resulting 
ratio of acceptor atoms on substitutional sites.
A similar phenomenon is found in the interaction between Si
or Ge interstitials and implanted substitutional p-type dopants,
37)This was observed by ESR studies.^;'
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(Ill) MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
(III) 1: introduction
The conventional techniques of chemical analysis are usually 
not adequate to evaluate or to measure precise quantities of 
electrical and other properties of semiconductor materials. 
Hence, various more sensitive techniques have been developed.
In this section, the van der Pauw technique for measuring 
carrier concentration as well as Hall mobility and resistivity 
is described. The Rutherford backscattering technique •
(channeling effect) for surface analysis and assessment of 
lattice disorder is also treated briefly herein.
There are other efficient techniques for surface microanalyses 
and electrical property measurements in particular, such as 
ion micro-analyzer (SIMS), Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA), ultraviolet photoelectron 
spectroscopy, photolun&nescence, capacitance-voltage (C-V) 
and thermo probe methods, or various: microscopic techniques. 
However, they are not used in this experiment, and therefore, 
not discussed further in this -thesis.
In the following parts, the methods and principles are described 
briefly; Rutherford backscattering in (III)2, the van
der Pauw method 45) in (III)3, and layer removal by chemical
etching 46,47) in (111)4.
(Ill) 2: Rutherford backscattering (RBS) technique
The backscattering spectroscopy is one of the most sensitive
-  12  -
and non-destructive methods for surface analysis and for the 
determination of lattice structure.
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The apparatus shown in the above schematical diagram consists 
of an evacuated target chamber which contains a goniometer 
(three coordinates; #, and a surface-barrier solid-state
detector (SSD). The incident beam through the collimators, 
approximate 1 ^ 3  MeV helium ions from the Van de Graaff source 
in most cases (sometimes protons are used), strikes a sample 
fixed in a sample holder connected with the suppression bias, 
and ion beam collecting monitor current, on the goniometer 
which enables adjustments of the rotation around the two 
orthogonal axes usually, shown in the following drawing.
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Schematics o f the experimental equipment used in the backscattering analysis o f the semiconductor crystals. 
The crystals are mounted on a goniometer having two axes o f rotadon with respect to the incident beam.
Backscattered helium particles (large-angle scattering,— 150 °) 
that have undergone close-encounter elastic collision (nuclear 
stopping) process are detected by means of a surface-barrier 
solid-state detector which is fixed at the scattering angle: Go, 
Thus, the detector produces electrical pulsed signals whose am­
plitudes are exactly proportional to the backscattered energy 
of each particle. The highest energy of the backscattered 
particles is from the collision with a first-row atom on the
surface. A preamplifier and a main amplifier (pulse height
- ■ '
analyzer) amplify and convert the signals (analogue - degital) 
which are displayed on a CRT screen and printed on paper in 
accordance with the energy of the particle for a certain corre­
sponding channel number, or can be recorded in a recording tape 
for further computer analysis.
59)
Nuclear stopping that reaches a maximum value at around 6 =
0.35 (^,in the following figure) is the dominant process of
collisions at low energies. Whereas, electronic stopping
(small-angle scattering, dechanneling) increases linearly
■ 1.
with the particle velocity ( ^ ^ ) and becomes the main process 
for energies greater than .
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Theoretical nuclear and electronic stopping-power curves, expressed in terms 
of the reduced variables p and g. (Based bn Lihdhard ei air) For electronic stopping, a 
family o f lines (one for each combination o f projectile and target) is obtained; the majority 
of cases fall within the limits shown. The dot-dash line represents the electronic stopping for 
k =  0.15. The horizontal line labeled S° represents the constant-stopping-power approxima­
tion suggestedj3y,NWsem\;__^
That is, the lower the energy of an incident particle, the 
larger is the contribution of the nuclear stopping power, and 
the cross section (probability of close-encounter collision) 
increases. The Rutherford cross section for the interaction 
is correlated proportionally to the atomic numbers of the target 
and incident particle (Z^, Z^, respectively), and.inversely, to
the energy of incident particle (E^).o : scattering angle
cross section area: \  ^2 
E. sin^(<^/2)
Hence, the cross section becomes very small as incident parti­
cles of very high energy and large scattering angle ( ^  180 °)
are used. As a result of lowering of the energy by collisions 
due to the dechanneling in the bulk of the sample dominated by 
electronic stopping processes, the backscattering yield rises 
with depth because of increased Rutherford cross section. 
Namely, the lower the channel number which corresponds to the
-  15 -
lower energy of backscattered particles, the higher yield the 
backscattering results in. Thus, the correlation of the back- 
scattered energy and the crystal depth is obtained as in 
Appendix 1.
■ 1000
Random
800
A 2
q: a>
^  . i
>. 600
“  400
Aligned 
(implanted sample)
Aligned 
(undoped) '
0
ENERGY OF BACKSCATTERED PARTICLES
Schematic representation of the random and aligned backscattering spectra 
(1.0-MeV helium beam) from a silicon crystal implanted at room temperature with ~ 3  
X 10'  ^ heavy ions/cm^ at 40 keV. An aligned spectrum from an «/idoped crystal is included 
for comparison. The shaded area gives the total (uncorrected) amount o f lattice disorder.
The broken line illustrates approximately how the nonchanneled component o f the aligned 
beam increases ^ross the implanted region of the crystal.
A spectrum is called a random spectrum when helium ion beam 
enters the crystal lattice at a direction not coinciding with 
any of the major crystallographic axes so that the crystal 
orientation can be treated as a target of randomly distributed 
atoms. The random spectrum (heavy impurity peaks are not 
included in the above figure) consists of a sharp edge at 
energy corresponding to the scattering from first-row atoms 
on the surface, followed by a smooth slowly increasing back- 
scattering yield at lower energy corresponding to the scatter­
ing from deeper in the bulk of the crystal.
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The number of backscattered particles (backscattering yield) 
depends on an incident beam direction. Especially along the 
lattice row, i.e. the forbidden region determined by Thomas 
Fermi screening distance, a minimum yield (largest attenuation) 
of backscattering counts in a spectrum is obtained (’Aligned* 
spectrum). There are two major scattering mechanisms exist 
in the measurement. The large-angle Rutherford scattering 
(elastic collision) is mainly caused by the components and 
impurities in interstitial sites or irregular and random posi^ 
tions. • The small-angle scattering (dechanneling) is caused by 
the components and impurities with small displacement from the 
normal site, or electronic orbital deformation by lattice 
defects and vacancies, etc. Hence, the spectrum shows the 
extent of lattice disorder, surface stoichiometry and substitu­
tional site impurities (esp. sensitive for heavier elements 
than the host components), and impurity and host atoms in the 
allowed region away fr0m the normal substitutional position,
i.e., effective to dislocated atoms outside the screening 
distance. Thus, this technique can reveal component and impu­
rity species on the surface due to the energy separation, Z\E, 
which is a function of the masses of the target and the inci­
dent particle, and the incident energy and the scattering 
angle as described in Appendix 1. Due to its own lighter mass 
which is proportional to the energy separation, proton scatter­
ing results in poorer depth resolution than helium scattering.
A random spectrum is usually measured with the helium ion beam 
incident at 4 5 ° from <100) orientation for gallium-arsenide,
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To show quantitative properties of lattice disorder,%  min, 
which is the ratio of the yield "behind the surface peak (shaded) 
of the aligned spectrum to the respective yield of the random 
spectrum, is sometimes used.
In a random spectrum, lighter mass atom peaks (than host atoms) 
are hardly detectable above the large background yield attrib­
uted from small-angle scatterings (dechannelings). By aligning 
a crystal along a low index direction, (e.g. (100) alignment), 
the sensitivity to low mass atoms can be increased considerably. 
This sensitivity for further precise measurement and analysis 
can be improved most by using the double-alignment technique.
Using two detectors, two different yields are divided, and 
the background noise (connected with dechannelings) can be sub­
tracted from the whole spectrum.
IMPLANTED SbLAYER
SILICON
SUBSTRATE
SILICON -  
SPECTRUM
, ANTIMONY 
SPECTRUM
INCIDENT
ENERGY
0.59 Eo
ENERGY OF SCATTERED HELIUM
Principles of dopant-atom detection by means o f backscattering. An amor­
phous silicon substrate, containing a small fraction of heavier atoms (e.g., antimony) in 
surface region, is bombarded with helium ions of energy Eo. The lower part o f the 
tiours shows the resulting energy spectrum of scattered particles.
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As a result of comparing {lOO) aligned and random spectra for 
example, the sum of impurities located interstitially and sub- 
stitutionally is known. The lattice characteristics are, 
however, measured and known more thoroughly, e.g. saddle point 
in interstitial sites, by the combinationation of two different 
alignment m e a s u r e m e n t s . P r o m  the spectra of (100) and (111) 
alignment, the amount of impurity located in substitutional 
sites is measured.
• . i
(III) 3: van der Pauw method
Electrical properties are our main interest and the most impor­
tant feature in evaluating semiconductor devices. To measure 
electrical properties of a doped region in device, the van der 
Pauw method is a most versatile and useful one. --
The * four point probe’ is not a bad technique only to obtain
sheet resistivity valueiâ. However, this method does not show
more elaborate properties beyond the sheet resistivity. 
Conductance is just the product of carrier concentration, 
mobility and electron charge. If the mobility were to stay 
constant as the carrier concentration changed, this measure­
ment would increase in importance.
We, however, already know the tendency (also shown in depth 
profiles in this thesis for example), due to the domineint 
ionized impurity center scattering mechanism, that the mobility 
usually decreases as the carrier concentration increases.
Thus, in comparison with the change of carrier concentration,
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the resistivity change is relatively small. Hence, the ’four 
point probe’ measurement is not adequate in showing detailed 
changes in electrical properties. To obtain the individual 
values of resistivity, mobility and carrier concentration, 
one more parameter is necessary which is a function of only 
one of the two (mobility and carrier concentration).
The Hall effect was discovered about 100 years ago. The Hall 
effect is caused by an extra electric field (voltage) added 
by the excited carriers in a magnetic field (induced by 5000 
Gauss). The Hall mobility is given by Ry / sheet resistiv­
ity J , where Rg = Hall coefficient, and the carrier concen­
tration is the inverse product of Rg and electron charge.
(The ’r’ : ratio of Hall mobility and conductivity mobility, 
is assumed to be unity.) Thus, van der Pauw applied 
this Hall effect in addition to a resistivity measurement in 
electrical characteristics measurements, and succeeded in 
obtaining the individual values of Hall mobility and carrier 
concentration.
There are several problems associated with the measurement, 
such as the difference between the conductivity mobility 
and the Hall m o b i l i t y , o r  the isolation by junction 
formation of the substrate to be measured (e.g. Zn^ into 
n-type substrate). The actual measured mobility in the 
crystal is affected by the phonons (thermal oscillation), 
lattice scattering centers, carrier velocity distribution 
and majority carrier species (positive holes or free
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electrons). The lattice scattering centers in most cases 
affect mobility significantly in high temperature circumstances 
(e.g. at several hundred degree centigrade) due to increased 
lattice oscillations at the temperature. An abrupt junction 
or step junction is required to prevent a leakage current 
which increases the error in the measurement. Leakage currents 
sometimes take place not only across the junction but also
along the surface.^4)
To eliminate the errors caused by the non symmetrical structure 
of the sample, the measurement is made in different directions, 
and the geometrical correction factor is applied to measured 
values for adjustment of the supposed.symmetrical pattern.
In this experiment, we obtained the final values by the pro­
gramed calculation including a geometrical symmetry adjustment.
In combination with a l#yer removal technique (described in 
111:4), differential values of resistivity and Hall coeffi­
cient are obtained. Finally, carrier concentration per unit 
volume and mobility were calculated as a function of depth
(removed by t h e  e t c h i n g ) . 4^»44)
The measurements are usually made at room temperature, but 
sometimes the measurement at liquid nitrogen temperatures 
is found useful to obtain elaborate information on existing 
energy levels in the bandgap. All or most of the carriers 
(extrinsic) are supposed to be excited usually having full 
electrical activity at room temperature. However, at lower
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temperatures, e.g. at liq. Ng, some of the carriers which 
usually show electrical activity are trapped and cannot cause 
electrical activity because of the insufficient thermal energy 
of the ambient. Other impurity centers such as deep level 
centers are not activated due to more complicated mechanisms 
(e.g. recombination) and the surrounding complex defects.
(Ill) 4: layer removal technique by etching
To remove a very thin GaAs surface layer from the substrate, 
two techniques are developed. One removing technique makes 
use of anodic oxidation by forming electrolyte (oxide),^4) 
and the other simply uses a chemical etching s o l u t i o n . 4^*47)
As for anodic oxidation, it is rather difficult and requires 
skill to eliminate the generation of bubbles on the sample 
during the electrolysis.
#
There are two main types of etching solution for GaAs, HNO^ 
type (HP or HCl as variations) for revealing defects (making 
pits) and HgOg & type for uniform etching or defect
etch (depending on the composition ratio). In this experi­
ment, the solution (H2O2 : #250^ : H2O = 1  : 1 : 125) is 
usually used, and gives a smooth etched surface at a steady 
etching rate and reasonable reproducibility. The actual 
etching rates are obtained from the sum of etching time and 
the measurement of total etched depth by the step height 
method making use of Rank Taylor Hobson Talystep. The etch­
ing speed is affected by the actual component ratio, the
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solution maturity (aging), the temperature, the stirring speed, 
etc.
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(IV) EXPERIMENTAL
(IV) 1: preparation of samples
Various types of GaAs were used to cover the wide range of this 
investigation; n-type hulk (n =  10^^ cm“^), Cr doped semi-insu­
lating (from two manufacturers) and some n-type epitaxial 
material (n — 6 x 10^^ cm“  ^on semi-insulating substrate).
The implantations were performed at energies of 35 keV, 50 keV 
for He* ions, and at 150 keV for Zn"** ion into the { 100 } 
surface of GaAs (at an angle to minimize channeling) at room 
temperature in most cases. However, some He*^  preimplantations 
were performed at 200 °C. The doses of the implantations 
ranged from 10^^ cmT^ to 10^^ cm"^ for He"** ions, and 10^^ cm”*^
& 5 X 10^^ cm”  ^for Zn^ ions. Usually the ion. beam current 
was monitored using a current integrator which showed approx­
imate 1 yU,a/cm^ for high dose implantations (10^^ cm""^
For the encapsulant, either aluminium was evaporated on to the 
surface for small amount of implanted samples, or more usually 
Si^N^ was deposited by the pyrolytic method from the vapor 
phase (SiH^, N^, NH^) at 630 °C for most samples although some 
were made at 585 °C.
oA1 encapsulation was used for annealing at 700 C or below.
In this experiment, however, anneal temperatures above 700 °C 
were used to achieve high electrical activity, and the follow­
ing four different anneal processes (with Si^N^ encapsulation) 
were made; at 800 for 5 min or 15 rain, and at 900 for
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1 min (60 sec) or 5 min. All the annealings were performed 
in a flowing dry Ng atmosphere. After annealing, the encapsulants 
(Al, Si^N^) were removed in warm HP and rinsed in distilled 
water and methyl alcohol.
An ohmic contact of 0.5 mm diameter was formed by evaporation 
of gold on to the p-type surfaces and by tin wetting to the 
n-type surfaces of samples engraved in a pattern suitable for 
the van der Pauw measurement (approx. size, 4 mm square).
(IV) 2: measurements
The principles of the measurement techniques are briefly 
described in MEASURErJENT TECHNIQUES. The Rutherford back- 
scattering (RBS) technique (using collimated He"^  ions of 
energy 1.5 MeV from a Van de Graaff source) was employed to 
investigate the lattice disorder created by the implantations 
and how this varied with isochronal anneals. In RBS measure- 
ments, the energy distribution of the backscattered helium 
particles was measured by means of a surface barrier solid- 
state detector (PWHM: 14.5 keV) positioned 30 ° to the 
incident beam (backscattering angle; 150 ) 7.5 cm away from
the sample surface in an appropriate high vacuum. The back- 
scattered spectra were recorded on an 800 channel analyzer 
with the He"^  beam incident along a (lOO) orientation and 
with it in a random direction.
All electrical properties of implanted samples were measured 
after annealing. The data for sheet carrier concentration.
Hall mobility, resistivity and depth distribution of carrier
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concentration (profile) were obtained by the van der Pauw 
method in combination with the differential layer removal 
technique by chemical etching. The etched depth was measured 
by the step height method.
To find the reproducibility of the resultant data of this 
experiment, the measurements (RBS, van der Pauw) were made for 
as many samples as possible due to the fact that some factors 
are very difficult to control for precise reproduction in 
experiment (e.g. in 5 x 10^^ Zn'*' cm”  ^implantation). Reason­
able reproducibilities are exhibited'in the Tables. (Refer 
identical results for several samples same conditioned.)
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(V) RESULTS
(V) 1; RBS spectra from samples implanted with Zn"^  or He"*" 
plus Zn^ ( (lOO^ aligned and random direction).
The results of RBS measurements to investigate the amount of 
lattice disorder and the annealing behavior are shown in the
spectra Pig 1 to Pig 8 (10^^ Zn"*" cm"^ (+ He’’)) and in Pig 9
(5 x lO^^ Zn*^  cm”^). The respective details of the experimen­
tal conditions for the spectra are mentioned in the PIGURE 
CAPTIONS. To avoid confusion caused by using mixed spectra, 
and to stress the marked encapsulation effect, all the spectra 
are categorized for the annealing below 700 °C using A1 encap­
sulation (Pig 2 to Pig 5) and above 700 ^C using Si^N^ encap­
sulation (Pig 6 to Pig 8).
The spectra in Pig 1 show isochronal anneal behavior for zinc 
singly implanted samples (after annealings for 5 min from 600 ^C
to 900 C). The aligned spectrum of unimplanted GaAs is shown
for reference being located considerably beneath the spectra 
of all the annealed samples. However, the spectra show a 
sequential decrease of lattice disorder away from the amorphous 
state of the as-implanted, spectrum “with-increasing anneal- 
temperature (600 °C-^900 °C).
The spectra in Pig 2 show the annealing behavior of zinc 
single implanted samples using an A1 encapsulant similar to 
Pig 1, but in this case the samples were annealed for a longer
time (15 min). The extent of recrystallization after the 600 
annealing is rather close to the 700 .^ C anneal state. There 
is, however, still some amount of residual disorder remaining
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in the lattice as compared with the reference spectrum. 
Unexpectedly, all the annealings, using the Si^N^ encapsulant, 
cannot completely eliminate the residual lattice disorder 
created by the implantation for the zinc single implanted 
samples shown in Pig 6 (mentioned in the latter paragraph).
Hence, none of the annealings for zinc single implantation 
either with A1 encapsulation or with S i e n c a p sulation have 
restored the lattice structure as completely as that seen in
, , 15
the annealings of the dual implanted samples; (i) 5 x 10 
He"*" cm*"^  & 10^^ Zn"*" cm~^ annealed 700 - 15 min with A1 en­
capsulation, (ii) 10^^ He'*’ cm~^ & 10^^ Zn"** cm”  ^annealed 800
15 min, and (iii) 10^^ He"*" cm"^ & 10^^ Zn"*" cm””^  annealed 800
5 min with Si^N^ encapsulation* These spectra completely match 
the reference spectrum of unimplanted GaAs.
The changing spectra of the isochronal 15 min annealings for
+ 15 —2the dual implanted samples with the He dose of 10 cm ,
5 X  10^^ cm"^ and 10^^ cm"^ are shown in Pig 3, Pig 4 and
Pig 5 respectively. The as-implanted spectra show that the 
thickness of the amorphous region increased slightly with 
increasing He*** dose, and was thicker than that for the zinc 
single implanted sample (in Pig 2). This is observed in 
accordance with the increasing He’*’ dose implanted from 10 cm 
to 10^^ cm"^ shown in Pig 3, Pig 4 and Pig 5. Hence, the more 
He’*’ ions that are implanted, the more disordered is the layer, 
or the thicker the amorphous region resulting from the dual 
implantations.
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A similar phenomenon is also observed in the 400 °C annealed 
samples except for the obscure case of difference between the 
samples implanted with zinc singly (Pig 2) and with the 10^^
He'*' cm"^ plus zinc (Pig 3)* However, for the 600 °C annealings 
of the dual implanted and the zinc single implanted sample, a 
slower recovery of lattice order is seen in the spectra for 
the dual implantation.
The tendency of these characteristics is reversed for the 
annealing at 700 °C for 15 min with A1 encapsulation. Complete 
recovery is observed for the dual implanted samples; especially 
for the 5 x 10^^ He"*" cm"^ dual implanted sample. However, the 
zinc single implanted sample retains some amount of residual
lattice disorder, while less disorder is left in the 10^^ He'*'
—2 ■
cm" dual implanted one. Namely, the effect of the He 'Hose
5 X 10^^ cm"^ is stronger than that of the He"** dose of 10^^ cm~^ 
Thus, lattice re crystallization is enhanced by implanting He'*' 
for A1 encapsulation, and this shows the apparent He"*” dose 
dependence.
The same anneal conditions for Si^N^ encapsulated samples 
(Pig 6, Pig 7 and Pig 8) do not produce the same amount of 
lattice recovery nor a similar pattern of spectra as the A1 
encapsulated samples shown in Pig 2, Pig 3 and Pig 5. Por 
the zinc single implanted and 10^^ He'*' cm"^ dual implanted 
samples, annealing at 700 °C for 15 min using Si^N^ encapsu­
lant (in Pig 5 and Pig 7) does not achieve the same substan­
tial recovery as the sample coated with A1 film. The amount
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of existing lattice disorder is considerable and the spectrum 
of the 10^^ He'*’ cm  ^dual implantation exhibits more residual 
disorder than that of the zinc single implantation.
However, the reversed annealing behavior with Si^N^ encapsu­
lation is shown in the 800 annealings which is similar to 
the 700 °C annealings with A1 encapsulation. The respective 
spectra of the 800 • 15 min annealed sample in Pig 6 (Zn"**
single) and Pig 7 (He'*’ & Zn^) indicate that the dual implanted 
sample with 10^^ He**" cm"^ achieves complete lattice recovery 
while some residual disorder remains in the zinc single 
implanted sample. This lattice recovery process also shows 
the dependence of the He'*’ dose on the extent of re crystalliza­
tion for annealings at 800 for 5 min. Whereas the spctrum
1 ^  •4* 2 ' —  ■of the 10 He cm dual implantation does not differ very
+ 16 —2much from the zinc single implantation, the He dose of 10 cm
enables complete lattice recrystallization to be achieved for
an annealing at 800 °C for only 5 min.
In Pig 8, the spectrum from the 900 °C * 5 min annealing shows
the increased lattice disorder to the 800 C • 5 min annealing.
In addition, the spectrum of the 900 °C' 1 min annealing is
oshown as being located-just slightly above the 900 C » 5 min
oone in Pig 6. This indicates that 900 C annealing does not 
work similarly to the other annealings at 8OO or 700 °C.
Hence, for the purpose of lattice recrystallization and to
retain projected implantation profiles, 900 annealings
57)should be avoided unless the Si^N^ coating can be improved.
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An unexpected result is exhibited in Pig 9 by the zinc implsn-
15 —2tation dose of 5 x 10 cm which is a sufficient amount of 
Zn ions to create an amorphous layer. The as-implanted 
spectra of all the figures from Pig 1 to Pig 8 show that 
amorphous layers approximately 1200 1 wide from the surface 
are created by the implantation of the zinc dose 10^^ cm~^
(the details of the calculation of depth are described in the 
Appendix 1). In spite of a supposed amorphous layer created 
by the higher dose implantation, the spectra exhibit no trace 
of an amorphous layer near the surface, and the scattering 
yield from the surface is very much lower as shown in Pig 9. 
This result was reaffirmed by repeating the experiment, and 
is reliable as well as reproducible_since same patterned 
spectra of characteristic peaks for the corresponding channel 
number can be, seen (Appendix 3).
However, perfectly identical results were not secured due to 
complex factors influencing the result such as the size and 
the thickness of the sample, the material type, the sputtering 
effect, the incident ion beam direction and the current per 
unit area of the substrate. A possible explanation suggest­
ed by Sealy is some self-heating effect during implantation. 
Such heat accumulation heals disordered localized parts (on 
an atomic scale) when far more ion dose than a sufficient 
amount to create amorphous layers is applied to the implan­
tation. This argument might be supported by the previous 
evidence from another experiment by the author (not 
mentioned in this thesis) of a He'*’ postbombardment
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at 200 °G which drastically decreased the amount of lattice
/ 15 +disorder created by the preceding zinc implantation (10 Zn 
cm"^, and for the hot postbombardment 10^^ He"*" cm"^); this 
marked effect is not observed in a He'*’ postbombardment at 
room temperature. The other probable influencing factors to 
this phenomenon might be related to some sputtering effect, 
alloy phase formation, impurity sink or dislocation loops due 
to the impurity concentration exceeding the solid solubility, 
etc. The Zn^ ion number implanted per second was 1 ^ 2  /cA/cm^ 
at most.
(V) 2: RBS spectra from samples implanted with He'*’ ( (lOO^ 
aligned spectra)
To clarify dominant factors in the dual implantation. He'*’ 
single implantations were investigated. Fig 10 shows the 
spectra of He"** as-implanted samples and its dose dependence 
on the amount of lattice disorder produced by the implanta­
tion. Fig 10(a) is obtained from the implantations at room 
temperature, and Fig 10(b) is from the implantations at 
200 °C. The spectra of the He’*’ implantations at 200 show 
a straight correlation of He'*’, dose, dependence on lattice 
disorder, i.e. obviously incremental disorder created by the 
increasing He"*" dose. Whereas, the spectra from the room 
temperature implantations show complicated changes with 
increasing dose. For the higher He"*" doses (5 x 10^^ cm  ^& 
10^^ cm"^) in particular, the spectra from the 200 °C implan­
tations show more lattice disorder than those from the room 
temperature implantations; and...the gap between the two
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spectra of the implantations (at r.t.) are not so large as 
seen in the two of the 200 °C implantations. This phenomenon 
might be related to the results reported by Hunsperger et 
at.^) The Zn^ implantation at 400 °C produces a broader 
Z'-layer in a p-^-n structure than at room temperature.
However, the details and precise correlation is not well 
understood.
In Pig 11 to Pig 13, the isochronal anneal behavior of He"*" 
implanted samples are shown, comparing the effect of the 
implantation temperatures, (a) at room temperature, and (b) 
at 200 °C. The spectra of the 200 °C implantations show 
very distinctive characteristics, i.e. an abrupt decrease 
in backscattering yield from the as-implanted state to 500 °C, 
600 °C and 700 annealings. The recrystallization may_ 
take place with a drastic.-decrease of the lattice disorder 
at a rather low temperature. After the recrystallization 
(below 500 °C), no further decrease of no change is observed 
in the spectra from the higher anneal temperatures (up to 
700 °C). However, the spectra of the room temperature
oimplantations exhibit gradual changes even between 600 C 
and 700 °C.
Regrettably, because of lack of serial data and uncertain 
reproducibility, we cannot present the other effects of He 
implantations in this thesis beyond the above mentioned 
results and the carrier removal experiment (Appendix 4). 
Similar characteristics to the RBS as-implanted spectra are 
observed in electrical activities (carrier concentration 
profiles).
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(V) 3: electrical activities
All electrical activities are listed in the tables (sheet 
carrier concentration, Hall mobility and sheet resistivity) 
and shown in the profiles (depth from the surface vs. carrier 
concentration and mobility). The data from the implantation 
with a Zn^ dose of 10^^ cm"^, and with a Zn"*" dose of 5 x 10^^
o
cm" are shown in Table (I) and (II) respectively. Table (III) 
shows carrier removal rates by He'*’ implantations at room tem­
perature and at 200 °0.
Pig 14 shows the correlation between anneal temperatures and
sheet carrier concentrations & Hall mobilities; Pig 14(a)
for the zinc single implanted samples (Zn’*’ dose 10^^ cm~^)
and Pig 14(b) for the dual implanted samples with a He’*’ dose 
15 2of 10 cm" . There is almost a linear increase of the 
activated yield (measured sheet carrier concentration / 
total number of implanted ions) up to 800 °C with more 
gradual changes beyond 800 °0 as shown in Pig 14(a). A 
similar correlation is observed in Pig 14(b) except in the 
case of the rapid increase from 800 °C to 900 °C for the 
samples annealed for 5 min. No sample in Pig 14 and Table (I) 
achieves 100 ^activated yield; maximum yields are 76
(V) 4: diffusion profile and annealing behavior
In Pig 15, changing diffusion profiles are observed with the 
depth profiles for the various anneal conditions for the zinc 
single implantation (Zn"** dose 10^^ cm ^). After the increased 
anneal temperatures, the broader profiles especially in tail
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regions are observed than those expected from the LSS Gaussian 
distribution range (Appendix 2). Distinctive changes in the 
profiles between the annealings at 800 °C and 850 °G for 
5 min are seen.
The specific results from the RBS measurements indicate that 
a diffusion mechanism change takes place between the tempera­
tures of 900 ^ G and 800 °G (in Pig 8). Moreover, the profiles 
near the peak region (^2000 Â) generally lose smooth gradient 
changes and show deviated irregular plots (considerably away 
from the expected values) after annealing at the high tempera­
tures. A characteristic long tail beyond that region is ob­
served, and the higher the anneal temperature, the deeper 
diffusion occurs (e.g. over 16,000 k after 900 ®G- 5 min).
Similar changes in diffusion profiles between the 800 °G 
and 900 ^G annealings are observed in Pig 16 for the 10^^ He"*"
o
cm" dual implanted samples. However, in Pig 17 of the dual 
implanted samples with 10^^ He^ cm~^, distinctive tails are 
observed both for 5 min and 15 min annealings at 800 °G.
This may indicate that the tail in the profile is directly
I
affected by the He high dose pre-implantation.
To show the anomalous annealing behavior of 5 x 10^^ Zn"*" cm  ^
implanted samples. Pig 18 is presented. The measurement or - 
the sample preparation may contain some error incidentally : 
or essentially for the sample annealed at 800 G -
for 15 min because the product of the Hall mobility and the 
carrier concentration measured exceeds the approximate
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59 )value of the theoretical calculation v at a few points. 
However, a detailed analysis requires more elaborate experi­
mental control and laborious research work, and this result 
is not discussed in further detail.
(V) 5: encapsulation effect on depth distribution of carrier 
concentration and mobility
In this experiment, the effect of the encapsulation on the 
electrical activation is considered. In Fig 19 to Fig 21, the 
marked effects bn diffusion profiles from the experimental re­
sults using three different encapsulants are shown. Deposit­
ed aluminum films are used for the lower temperature annealings 
below 700 °C, due to the results by the previous experiment.
The material (aluminum).failed as an:encapsulant beyond this 
temperature and lower electrical, activities resulted. Two 
kinds of silicon nitride (pyrolytic) are examined to investi­
gate the resultant effects.
The only different factor is the deposition temperature (at 
636 °0 and 585 °0). This 45 difference in the Si^N^ 
deposition temperature was supposed to have no significant 
effect. Nevertheless, this minimal-difference produces a sig­
nificant influence oh the depth profiles as shown in Fig 19(b), 
Fig 20(b) and Pig 21(b). The lower temperature deposition 
(at 585 ^C) produces far deeper diffusions than by the deposi­
tion at 630 °C following an annealing at 800 °C for 15 min.
oIn 700 0*15 min annealings, the Si^N^ encapsulation as
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compared with the A1 one activates more acceptor centers. The 
yield was three times more than from the A1 one as seen in Pig 
19(a), Pig 20(a) and Pig 21(a). The Si^N^ coated samples have
higher mobility than the samples coated with A1 at depths
greater than 1600 A.
(V) 6; He"** prebombardment effect on electrical activities 
and diffusion
Pig 22 shows He^ dose effects on sheet carrier concentration, 
Ns, as the parameter for the anneal temperatures. The
difference in Ns for the samples of the dual and the zinc
single implantations is increased and the He^ dose effect 
becomes more apparent after the higher temperature annealings. 
Unexpectedly, the dual implanted samples give a greater . 
increase in the total number of electrical active centers 
above 700 (i.e. 800 and 900 °C). Prom the result of
another experiment (not mentioned in this thesis), the dual 
implanted samples (He'*’ doses: 10^^ cm"^, 5 x 10^^ cm"^) show 
lower activated acceptor concentrations than-the zinc single 
implanted sample (10^^ Zn"*^ cm"^) after 600 15 min anneal­
ings with A1 encapsulation.
The effect of the He’*’ dose on the profile for the samples
annealed at 700 °C with A1 encapsulation is shown in Pig -23 - 
(a). Regarding the He’*’ dose effect, little difference in the 
profiles between the single zinc and the dual implanted 
samples with 10^^ He^ cm  ^is observed. Whereas, the higher 
He’*’ dose produces a decrease as a whole with increasing He^ '
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dose between 2 x 10^^ cm  ^and 10^^ cm"^ as shown in the pro­
files. This may indicate that there is a correlation of He'*’ 
dose dependence on the carrier concentration in the depth 
profiles. In Pig 23(b), a similar tendency of He* dose depen­
dence and correlation is observed on the profiles after the 
700 C' 15 min annealing with a Si^N^ encapsulant. However, 
the mobility of the dual implanted sample with 10^^ He* cm"^ 
shows the tendency of gradual increase in the tail area 
(deeper than 2000 Â). The results from the 10^^ He* cm"^ 
dual implanted samples indicate that the high He* dose might 
produce a different lattice disorder and a long tail in the 
profile (1600 A~2300 A) due to earlier recrystallization.
In Pig 24(a), the He* dose effect is observed in the depth 
profile after the 800 °C • 5 min annealing using Si^N^ deposit­
ed at 630 ®C. The dual implantations affect the diffusion of 
zinc similarly to the samples after the 700 °0 annealings, 
and cause a considerable decrease of the carrier concentration 
in the profile (up to 2500 A) as compared with the zinc single 
implantations. However, the 10^^ He*.cm"^ dual implanted ' 
sample also exhibits a distinctive tail after the 700 
annealing.
Pig 24(b) shows the profile of the sample implanted with 
10^^ He* cm"^ at 200 °C using a Si^N^ encapsulant deposited 
at 585 °C, as compared with the reference profile of the zinc 
single implanted with a Si^N^ encapsulant (deposited at 585 °C, 
and annealed at 8OO for 15 min). In the profile, in addi-
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tion to the fast zinc diffusion (annealed for only 15 rain), a
o
little peak at 6000 A is observed which may be similar to a 
channeling effect profile. In addition, the unchanged value
0 _  o
of the mobility from 4500 A to 8000 A is a very pecular phenom­
enon. Although the details of this mechanism are unknown, it
,
might be caused by the He prebombardment effect (the dose and 
the temperature) or by incidental channeling direction in addi­
tion to the encapsulation effect.
Complicated results are shown in Pig 25 for the samples anneal­
ed at 800 °C for 15 min. Pig 25(a) shows the profiles after 
the annealing with Si^N^ encapsulation (deposited at 630 °C). 
The various profiles are shown, and for some samples (dual 
implanted with 10^^ He* cm"^^ 10^^ He* cm"^,etc), a slightly 
broader profile than for the zinc singly implanted sample 
is observed. The He* energy, 35 keV, is'more effectiveHn
reducing the carrier concentration than an energy of 50 keV
15 —2at the same dose of 10 cm • This might be due to more 
disorder being located closer to the distribution range of
t
impurity zinc. At this temperature. He prebombardment 
enhances the lattice recovery more thoroughly than in the 
samples implanted with zinc only.
Some particular factors for enhancing diffusion may affect 
the impurity redistribution more strongly than other factors. 
The more the lattice recovers, the greater the possibility 
of zinc interstitial diffusion is expected due to less 
blockings in the interstitial space through the substrate
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lattice. However, the details of the lattice recrystalliza-
,
tion due to the He dose effect in the light dose range 
(10^^ cm"^'^10^4 cm"^) are unknown. Furthermore, the mecha­
nism might he influenced not only by the amount of lattice 
disorder, but also by charge interactions, vacancy concentra­
tions, impurity concentrations, residual complex defects and 
the characteristics of lattice strains adjacent to the p-type 
layer.
In Pig 25(b), the three profiles except for the dual implanted 
(2 X 10^^ He* cm"^ and 10^^ He* cm"^) samples are identical. 
Namely, the effects of the helium implantations (doses of 
10^^ cm"^, 10^^ cm"^ and zero) are different from the effect 
of the higher dose range, 2 x 10 cm" and 10 cm" . In 
this case as well, the higher He* dose enhances zinc diffusions 
in the tail of the profile.
In Pig 26 and Pig 27 (annealings at 900 °C), the He* dual 
implanted samples show an overall decrease in carrier concen­
tration,.although the extent of this reduction varies a little 
for the He prebombardment conditions. As interstitial zinc 
is formed at this temperature and vigorous movements are ' 712/ 
created for impurities and the host components, the identifi­
able individual diffusion and the He* prebombardment effect 
becomes more obscure in carrier concentration profiles as a 
result.
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(VI) DISSCUSSION
(VI) 1: annealing behavior and diffusion of single Zn* 
implantations
Zinc plays the active part in this experiment; the impurity
as an acceptor dopant in GaAs after suitably annealed, while
helium implantations result in carrier removal from the
original value of the doped concentration. Diffusion during
the annealing after the projectile impurity implantation,
however, plays a major role in determining the implanted
impurity redistribution. The known behavior of zinc is very
complicated, especially from the point of view of diffusion
22)which is anomalous in GaAs. * The details of the character­
istics are described in the LITERATURE SURVEY.
As shown in Pig 15, a distinctive change in the depth profiles
is observed after annealing in the temperature range of 800
to 850 °C. This is due to different mechanism of zinc diffu-
■ osion above and below 800 C. According to a theoretical 
calculation by one a u t h o r ,4^) this temperature corresponds 
to the formation energy (0.93 eV) of interstitials in a Ge 
substrate. The migration energy (0.44 eV) of interstitials 
in Ge is far lower than the formation energy. By analogy, 
the formation of interstitial zinc could produce fast diffu­
sion in the GaAs substrate. Some adjustment is perhaps 
required to apply this calculation directly to GaAs (e.g. 
material difference) especially because of the existence of 
lattice disorder created by the implantation. The broadening 
of the carrier concentration profiles supports this hypothe-
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sis that interstitial diffusion is the dominant factor in 
the annealing behavior at high temperature.
The RBS spectra from the samples annealed at 900 °C show a 
higher scattering yield than the samples annealed at 800 °C 
(in Fig 6 and Fig 8). A minimum yield is obtained after 
annealing at 800 °0. Hence, annealing at 900 °G apparently 
decreases the lattice disorder less than annealing at 800 C. 
However, this difference might happen to be connected with 
the variability of the encapsulation. Thus, it is better 
to consider the 900 °C anneal process separately from the 
other annealings at 800 °C or below.
Observations of the surface of annealed Zn* implanted GaAs 
also support this result.Increased crystal disorder and 
deterioration of the surface was observed after annealing 
to 850 *^0^^900 in both unimplanted and implanted samples. 
In the unimplanted samples, the dominant defects were identi­
fied as Ga vacancies by photoluminescence studies.
In the annealings at or below 800 ®C, the residual lattice 
disorder observed in the RBS spectra seems to prevent inter­
stitial diffusion for the impurity zinc (Pig 25). However, 
in the case of the annealings at 900 °C, this high tempera­
ture allows the formation of interstitials and ..changes-the'Jl:. 
mechanism of diffusion throughout the substrate.
There is no marked difference observed in the diffusion pro­
files in the different substrate materials used; n-type bulk,
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n-type epitaxial and semi-insulating materials. However, the 
smooth mirror surface of all the epitaxial material changed 
to an undulating surface after the 800 • 15 min annealing
with Si^N^ encapsulation. However, the surface deterioration 
of the epitaxial material is independent of the deposition 
temperatures (630 °C and 585 °C). This surface change is not 
observed in all the n-bulk and semi-insulating materials.
(VI) 2: He* prebombardment effect on lattice disorder
There is no single model or simple mechanism which can explain 
every observed result of the He* plus Zn* dual implantations. 
However, there are some existing correlations between partic­
ular aspects, e.g., the He* prebombardment effect on the 
lattice restoration. The lattice recrystallization is -also 
affected by the encapsulation and the annealing temperature.
The critical range of the anneal temperature varies from 
600 °C^^700 °C to 700 *^0-^800 °0 for the different encapsu­
lants, i.e. aluminum and silicon nitride respectively. From 
the RBS spectra of the zinc single implanted (10^^ Zn* cm"^) 
and the dual implanted samples, it can be seen that the 
extent of lattice recovery in either case is dependent upon 
whether the annealing is performed below or above the criti­
cal range. The effect of He* prebombardment delays the 
lattice reordering below the critical temperature. In the 
annealing above the critical ranges, however, the effect of 
He* prebombardment enhances the lattice recrystallization, 
and the residual disorder created by the implantation is
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completely annealed. Moreover, the rate of lattice reorder 
in the annealing depends on the He^ prebombardment dose. The 
greater the He^ dose implanted, the faster is the lattice 
recovery in the annealing at 800 °C (--15 min for 10^^ He^ 
cm” ,^ and ^ 5  min for 10^^ He"^  cm"’^ ).
The explanation for this result is not perfectly understood, 
but some possible explanations might be as follows. As shown 
in the EBS as-implanted spectra in Pig 10, the effect of He"*" 
prebombardment on the lattice disorder is considerable.
After the He^ implantation. As rich (or Ga deficient).surface 
peaks are generally observed. Moreover, the dechanneled back­
ground yield of the spectra is not minimal. Hence, due to 
the unbalanced surface peaks and the increased small-angle 
scatterings, it might be assumed that the He"^  prebombardment 
creates unbalanced surface stoichiometry and ionized local 
charges in the substrate in addition to inhomogeneous vacancy 
concentration distributions, interstitial host ions, etc.
These residual defects possibly interact with the implanted 
zinc. Also, defect centers might affect the lattice recrys­
tallization during the annealing process.
No similar phenomenon of lattice reorder enhancement has been 
reported elsewhere for GaAs implantation, but some related 
effects were reported for implantation into silicon.
When Group V species (donor) are implanted into silicon 
before Group III (acceptor) implantation, the occupying ratio 
of substitutional sites for the acceptors increases markedly, 
and no measurable interstitial component is found by RBS.
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This phenomenon is not fully understood, but an important 
factor is the charge state effect due to Coulombic interac- _ 
tions. A replacement mechanism seems to take place between 
interstitial and substitutional sites. The donors in substi­
tutional sites are thought to be effective in suppressing the 
interstitial components (acceptors), and enhancing the yield 
of the substitutional acceptors to a high degree.
(VI) 3: He'*’ prebombardment effect on electrical activities
Only the carrier removal results (Table (III)) and the depth 
profiles (Appendix 4) for the effect of He*** single implanta­
tion are presented in this thesis. Regarding the He**" effect 
on the carrier removal in n-type epitaxial material, the 
profiles were obtained in order to show the decreased carrier 
concentration by He*** implantations at room temperature and 
at 200 °C. The samples were measured after annealing at 
700 °C for 15 min with A1 cap (encapsulation).
As shown in the profiles, the mobility remains constant 
throughout the depth (except very near the surface), whereas 
the carrier concentration changes considerably. The results 
from the room temperature implantations are similar to those 
from the 200 °C implantations, except for the higher dose 
(5 X  10^^ cm” ,^ 10^^ cm~^) He*** implantations which remove 
slightly more carriers for 200 °C implantations. The same 
tendency could be observed in the RBS as-implanted spectra 
which show the amount of lattice disorder created by the He 
implantations before annealing. Hence, there may be some
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linear correlation between the amount of lattice disorder 
and the carrier removal rate caused by the He"*" implantation.
In the dual implantation, the correlation between He*** prebom­
bardment effect and electrical activities becomes more compli­
cated due to the anomalous behavior of zinc in GaAs together 
with other unknown He"*" prebombardment effects. The magnitude 
of the sheet carrier concentration is not always useful in 
determining the effective impurity electrical activations. 
Especially in high temperature annealings (at 800 °C^^900 °C), 
a deep diffused flux of the impurity may add an extra yield 
of the carrier concentration to the total activity. Hence, 
for precise interpretation of the characteristics, discus­
sion must be made on each profile individually.
There are two probable ways to interpret the results of He 
effects on the depth profiles. The extra lattice disorder 
created by the preceding He'*’ implantation is more likely to 
lower the carrier concentration over all the depth due to 
defects which decreases the number of electrically active 
c.enters. Whereas, our interest might be in other character­
istics; more restricted interstitial diffusions due to the 
increased lattice disorder which produces narrower profiles 
than the profile of the single implantation. Regrettably, 
no direct measurement (by microanalysis, such as SIMS, ESCA, 
etc) for the formation of complex defect, e.g. zinc and 
arsenic vacancy couple, was investigated in this experiment.
In particular, the characteristics of the tail part of the
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profiles and the adjacent region to the p-type layer seem to
he a key factor in influencing interstitial diffusion. Mayer 
54-)et al • ' explained that the long tail due to enhanced diffu­
sion was caused hy two identified mechanisms: one is radia­
tion enhanced diffusion (RED), which is not discussed in 
this thesis, and the other mechanism is attributed to the 
diffusion of interstitial impurities at much lower tempera­
tures than required for RED to take place. This effect due 
to the interstitial diffusion is sensitive to the concentra­
tion of defect centers which could trap the interstitial 
component. Thus, the tail region of the profile shows inter­
esting characteristics and important indications.
1 6 —2As for the very high helium dose of 10 cm” , the effect is
distinctive in some aspects. The characteristic deep.tails
in the carrier concentration profiles are exhibited in the
annealings at 800 °C(Fig 17, Pig 24(a) and Pig 25(b)). In
Pig 23(a), Pig 23(b) and Pig 26 for the annealings at 700 °C 
oand at 900 C, the distinctive tails are not very clearly
observed. However, this long tail is not so obvious in the
16profiles of the other samples as those implanted with 10 
He+ cm-2.
Also, the mobility of the dual implanted samples shows some 
tendency of a slower increase and smaller gradient in the 
profile beyond the peak region in accordance with the increas­
ing helium doses shown in Pig 23. The utmost examples of
the strange characteristics of mobility might be seen in
16 —2Pig 25(b) for the samples dual implanted with 10 cm” and
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10^^ cm  ^helium ions. These profiles show a drastic decrease
,
in the mobility beyond the depths of 2500 A ^3000 A in which 
the heavily damaged region occurs due to the high dose He^ 
implantation (ref. Appendix 2). The profile of the sample 
implanted with 10^^ He"*" cm~^ shows an earlier decrease of the
mobility (2000 Â— 2500 Â) than the one implanted with 10^^ He"**
? ' - cm  ^ (3000 A).
This might indicate that lattice scattering is affecting the 
mobility. The mobility is usually affected by ionized impu­
rity centers at room temperature. Hence, when the carrier 
concentration (number of ionized impurity centers) drops in 
the profile, the value of mobility increases in most cases 
at room .temperature. However, in the case where lattice 
scattering dominates the mobility characteristics, i.e. espe­
cially at elevated temperatures, the above mentioned correla­
tion is not applicable. The unknown characteristics of this 
mobility change must be an interesting problem because the 
mobility is a crucial factor from the point of view for 
device fabrication (especially PET devices) and the physics. 
This peculiar result (in Pig 25(b)) is only observed in the 
samples dual implanted with high dose helium ions using the 
Si^N^ encapsulation deposited at 585 Hence, this may
suggest some incomplete lattice recrystallization and sub­
sequent interstitial diffusion into the heavily affected 
region by the helium preimplantation. The number of the 
samples using this type of encapsulation (deposited at 585 °G) 
however, was not sufficient to repeat the same conditions.
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Hence, the reproducibility of this phenomenon cannot be 
assessed.
(VI) 4: electrical activities and lattice disorder
Not only lattice structure but also other factors influence 
electrical activities. Variations in encapsulation efficiency 
as shown in Pig 19 through Pig 21 can affect electrical activ­
ities significantly, e.g. the sheet carrier concentration 
with the use of Si^N^ encapsulation yielded approximately 
three times the value for A1 encapsulation after the 700 
annealing. In addition, encapsulation influences lattice 
reordering. After the 700 °C annealing, a considerable 
amount of residual disorder remains for the Si^N^ encapsu-.. .. 
lated samples, whereas no or little disorder is left in the 
RBS spectra for the A1 encapsulated samples. Hence, between 
the samples annealed with the different encapsulants, a 
straight deduction or comparison of electrical activities 
from the amount of lattice disorder is of no use, because no 
linear correlation is observed on the electrical activity and 
the lattice disorder. However, when the same encapsulant is 
used for a whole experiment, some correlation may exist be­
tween the lattice disorder and the electrical activity.
A possible interpretation for the effects may be as follows. 
The annealing mechanism might be related to the properties 
of the encapsulants which in turn affect electrical activ­
ities than other materials. The details are unknown, but
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creation of vacancies and interstitial components, or forma­
tion of complex defects might affect the electrical activ­
ities and recrystallization.
(VI) 5: encapsulation effect
It is highly emphasized hy Eisen et al that encapsulation 
plays a principal role in determining the maximum doping effi­
ciency for high dose implantations. This conclusion is re­
affirmed by the results of our experiment not only for the 
sheet electrical activity but also for the depth profiles and 
for the lattice recrystallization.
The samples annealed at 700 °C for 15 min with Al encapsula­
tion show almost complete lattice recovery while the electri­
cal activity reaches only 13 ^ at most. Samples annealed 
under the same conditions with Si^N^ encapsulation show com­
pletely different results, i.e., a considerable amount of 
residual disorder is observed in the RBS spectra in spite of 
an electrical activity of three times than, thecase .Al encap— 
latioh was used. This result suggests that one encapsulant 
works differently from another kind of encapsulant.
Perhaps at 700 °C, a molten aluminum layer is floating on 
surface as observed previously by Sealy et al. Thus, unde­
tectable amounts of aluminum might diffuse from the surface 
into the GaAs substrate. The diffusion takes place with 
higher probability and the effect of the aluminum works 
stronger in amorphous layers and heavily disordered layers
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than in the unimplanted material. Aluminum may act like a
catalyst to enhance the replacement mechanism by the charge
state effect 35^^37) "between substitutional and interstitial
sites. This effect may work more effectively on the lattice
recrystallization than on the electrical activities. Also,
this phenomenon can be explained from the point of view of
vacancy concentrations in the substrate. It is a well known 
55 56)fact * that unbalanced vacancy concentrations by dual 
implantations (e.g. acceptor and arsenic) enhance (or reduce) 
the substi"tutional site impurities.
Another suggestion might be as follows: the liquid aluminum 
floating just by surface tension absorbs one species of the 
components (Ga or As) preferentially, which produces an "un­
balanced ratio of components (or vacancy concentrations).
This unbalance could affect the degree of electrical activa­
tion differently from the amount of lattice disorder (recrys­
tallization).
26)A respective phenomenon was observed by Sealy et al  ^ that 
for some Si^N^ layer deposited at 750 °C, Ga diffusion into 
encapsulant or As precipitation on the surface occurred. 
Additionally, other experimental results show As escapes to 
the atmosphere through pin holes of some Si^N^ encapsulants.. 
Hence, the unbalanced components (vacancy concentrations) 
due to selective absorption may influence the imp"urity elec­
trical activation.
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Personally, the author prefers the absorbing mechanism for 
Si^N^ and the diffusing mechanism for Al encapsulation. One 
point is on the state of the encapsulants; aluminum is melt­
ing beyond 660 °C and silicon nitride is solid during the 
annealings. Another point on the different effects of the 
two encapsulants is supported by the result that Al encapsu­
lation works more effectively on lattice recrystallization 
and not so effectively on electrical activation.
In addition, the Si^N^ film might be contaminated by traces 
of oxygen; the existence is detectable, but not quantitative­
ly measurable. In the case where oxygen exists in the encap­
sulant, Ga and As out-diffusion can be e n h a n c e d . H e n c e ,  
this oxygen contamination might work for or against a certain 
impurity electrical activation.
The explanation of these component diffusion processes into
2 6 2 V )the encapsulant is supported_by.several observations. *
In addition, the same Si^N^ film is also used for a diffusion 
mask in thermal diffusion process.
Encapsulation is not just a protection which prevents the 
components dissociating on the surface, but a dominant factor 
which influences all the properties of the sample, e.g. forma­
tion of complex d e f e c t . J u s t  a small difference in the 
deposition temperature of the Si^N^ can affect the activation 
of carriers and the impurity redistribution. As for the 
effect of the deposition temperature, there might be a slight 
difference as compared with two depositions on the encapsulant
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bulk itself or on the degree of adhesion of the Si^N^ to the 
surface of GaAs.
As for the factors of the bulk characteristics, the density 
and the uniformity of the layer or existence of contaminants 
have significant effects on the results (e.g. porous films, 
cracks, pin holes). Moreover, the surface constituents and 
the state of adhesion are also important and affect the elec­
trical activation of impurities, because the effect of the 
boundary conditions is dominant in growing a layer on itself 
in a pyrolytic process (e.g. precipitate, vacancy, uneven 
surface, surface dislocations).
As for the 900 annealing, there is a suspicion of an encap­
sulant deterioration from the result of the longest time (5 
min) which decreased the sheet carrier concentration slight­
ly for the zinc single implanted samples.compared;with a 
1 min annealing (Pig 14(a)).
However, in the case of the dual implanted samples which 
resulted in an increased electrical activity for the 5 min 
annealings, a simple encapsulation failure seems unjustified 
(in Pig 14(b)).
The good reproducibility of this result and the same tendency 
for other samples (e.g. 5 x 10^^ He*** cm"^ plus Zn"**) shown in 
Table (I) might support the above deduction.
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(VI) 6: electrical activation
As the results are shown in Table (I), no samples achieved 
the 100 ^ electrical activity (measured sheet carrier concen­
tration / total number of implanted Zn**" ions). Possibly some 
portion of the zinc implanted may remain unactivated in the 
substrate due to the formation of complex defects or be trapp­
ed by dislocations which make deep centers, or some may not 
occupy lattice sites.
A second possible suggestion might be the *out-diffusion* of 
impurity ions into the encapsulant, or passage through the 
encapsulant and escape to the atmosphere. Moreover, there 
might be some impurity precipitations (sink) or dislocation 
loops which decrease the number of impurity centers.
In practical applications for device fabrication, however, 
the annealing at 700 for 15 min using Si^N^ encapsulation 
yields a sufficient p-type carrier concentration to form 
ohmic contacts or junction gate regions for the samples im­
planted with 10^^ Zn”* cm""^ .
In application for GaAs PET 10,^^^ there exist several prob­
lems to be solved ..( e.g. improvement of interface leakage 
currents for fan-out power-up, or establishment of a stable 
deposition method for insulator gate), and various researches. 
are still in progress. The carrier concentration is impor­
tant for actual fabrications to form a doped region, but it 
is essentially related to rather static electrical properties 
such as drain voltage, channel conductance, etc. under the 
Shockley mode operation. As for a short-gate (short channel)
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however, the dynamic properties such as transcon­
ductance and current gain-bandwidth product are important for 
high frequency operation. There are great advantages on pros­
pective GaAs PET devices : the superior electron mobility 
which affects the dynamic properties and enables high switching 
speed, the strong performance against noise which improves S/N 
ratio (decreases errors) in high frequency operations.
Therefore, apart from the theoretical approaches, we must pay 
attention to the importance of experimental research on the 
transient chracteristics; the"velocity•overshoot effect which 
is related to the velocity acceleration for very short time, 
the intervalley transition of mobility change and even activa­
tion of deep level centers in ultra high frequency operation.
In the case where the dominating factor which reduces electri­
cal activation is the formation of complex defects, it may be 
very difficult to improve the electrical activation. It is 
important to choose a suitably good encapsulant in order to 
obtain good activities. Por high temperature annealings, a 
fast diffusion might occur for some particular ion species such 
as zinc. Thus, it might be necessary to supply the substrate 
with sufficient energy for an instant to recrystallize the 
damaged layer and to decompose any defects avoiding significant 
impurity redistribution. Finally, it may be emphasized that 
the amount of lattice disorder measured by the RBS spectroscopy 
and the electrical activity measured by the van der Pauw method 
do not correlate linearly. The precise analysis and the eluci­
dation of the mechanism require further research by means of 
microanalysis.
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(VII) SUMMARY
The following six conclusions arise from this work:
(i) Anomalous behavior of the zinc fast diffusion in GaAs are
observed which involves the formation of interstitials in
annealings above 800 °C. An increased lattice disorder is
oobserved following 900 C annealing compared with annealings 
at 700 °C (with Al encapsulation) or at 800 °C (with Si^N^ 
encapsulation).
(ii) The amorphous layer at the surface which is produced with
a dose of 10^^ Zn*** cm“  ^is not present for the samples
15 —2implanted with a dose of 5 x 10 cm . This might be due 
to the extra heat accumulated in the substrate during the 
implantation.
(iii) There is some correlation between He'*’ prebombardment and
lattice reordering rates. The RBS spectra obtained follow­
ing isochronal annealings suggest that the reordering rates 
of lattice disorder change with anneal temperature; the 
critical temperature .depends .on .theencapsulation. . The He’*’ 
dual implantation delays lattice recovery with the increas­
ing He’*’ dose, as compared with the zinc single implanted 
ones, in the lower temperature annealing (^600 for Al 
encapsulation, and ^ 700 °C for Si^N^ encapsulation). Above 
the critical temperature, the effect of He’*’ prebombardment 
enhances lattice re crystallization, and He’*’ dose dependence 
on the recovery rate is observed, (see results of 15 min
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annealing for the He**" dual dose of 10^^ cm~^, and 5 min for 
the He^ dual dose of 10^^ cm~^).
(iv) No annealing conditions restore the lattice order completely 
for the zinc single implanted samples ( Zn"*” dose 10^^ cm~^) 
while good re crystallization is foimd for the He"** dual 
implanted samples. Namely, some residual lattice disorder 
or complex strain exists after all annealings for the single 
zinc implanted samples.
(v) The encapsulation effect is a crucial factor in influencing 
lattice recovery and electrical activation. However, the 
effect works differently on the electrical activation and 
the lattice recovery for different encapsulants (e.g. Al and
SX3N4). "
(vi) The extra lattice disorder created by He"*" prebombardment 
restricts zinc diffusion and decreases the carrier concentra­
tion. After annealing at 8OO for 15 min, the effect 
becomes obscure due to the enhancement of recrystallization 
by He*** prebombardment.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Table (I): Electrical properties of sheet values, and
experimental conditions, from samples dual
implanted with Zn^ dose 10^^ cm"”^  at 150 keV
(at room temperature). •He'*’ Dose 0* shows Zn^
■ .
: single implantation, and the He implantation 
and anneal conditions mentioned in the table.
The mark * in Encapsulation shows Si^N- deposited 
at 585 C while the other Si^N. deposited at 
. 630 Oc:
Table (II): Electrical properties of sheet values, and
experimental conditions, from samples implanted 
with Zn"*" dose 5 x 10^^ cm~^ at 150 keV (at room 
• temperature).
Table (III): Carrier removal results on sheet carrier
concentration and sheet resistivity, from
1 6 — ^n-type epitaxial material (n = 6.5 x 10 cmT^) 
implanted with He at room temperature or at 
200 °C, and annealed at 700 °C for 15 min 
with Al encapsulation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig 1: Isochronal anneal spectra from the samples implanted
with 10^^ Zn"** cm” .^ Random and {lOO) aligned back- 
scattering spectra from the Zn implantation (at 
room temperature) at the energy of 150 keV and 
annealed for 15 min, below 700 ^C with Al encapsula­
tion (cap), and above 800 °C with Si^N^ cap. Random 
spectrum is shown by broken line, and reference 
spectrum of unimplanted GaAs by dotted line.
Fig 2: Isochronal anneal spectra from 10^^ Zn'^  cm”  ^implan­
tation. Random and {lOO) aligned spectra from Zn*** 
single implantation (at room temperature) at 150 keV 
and annealed for 15 min, with Al encapsulation (cap). 
Random spectrum shown by broken line.
Fig 3: Isochronal anneal spectra from 10^^ He^ cmT^ & 10^^
+ —2He cm" dual implantation. Random and (100^ 
aligned spectra from the dual implantation (at room 
temperature) at 50 keV for He'*’, and 150 keV for Zn"*", 
and annealed for 15 min, with Al cap. Random 
spectrum shown by broken line.
1 c , ' __2
Fig 4: Isochronal anneal spectra from 5 x 10 He cm" &
10^^ Zn'*’ cm"^ dual implantation. Random and {100^
aligned spectra from the dual implantation (at room
, .
temperature) at 50 keV for He'*’, and 150 keV for Zn'*’, 
and annealed for 15 min, with Al cap. Random 
spectrum shown by broken line.
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Pig 5: Isochronal anneal spectra from 10^^ He’*’ cm"^ & 10^^
Zn'*’ cm“  ^ dual implantation. Random and (lOO) 
aligned spectra, from the dual implantation (at room 
temperature) at 50 keV for He'*’, and 150 keV for Zn'*’, 
and annealed for 15 min, with Al cap. Random 
spectrum shown by broken line.
Pig 6: High temperature anneal spectra from 10^^ Zn^ cm"^
implantation. {lOO) aligned spectra from samples 
implanted with Zn"** (at room temperature) at 150 keV 
and annealed for 1 min ( 60 sec), 5 min or 15 min, 
with Si^N^ encapsulation (cap). Dotted line shows 
800 °C* 5 min anneal.
Pig 7: High temperature anneal spectra from 10^^ He’*’ cm"^
& 10^^ Zn'*’ cm"^ dual implantation. ^100) aligned 
spectra from samples implanted with He at 50 keV 
plus Zn"*" at 150 keV (at room temperature), and 
annealed for 5 min or 15 min, with Si^N^ cap.
16 —2
Pig 8: High temperature anneal spectra from 10 He’*’ cm"
& 10^^ Zh^ cm"^ dual implantation. (lOO) aligned
- ■■■■ - +•spectra from samples implanted with He at 50 keV 
plus Zn^ at 150 keV (at room temperature) and 
annealed for 5 min or 15 min, with Si^N^ cap.
Fig 9: Isochronal anneal spectra from 5 x 10^^ Zn’*’ cm"^
implantation (at room temperature). Anomalous
r
.15
15 4- oasimplanted spectrum of 5 x 10 Zn cm" located
far below reference asimplanted spectrum of 10' 
-2Zn cm shown by broken line.
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Pig 10; Comparison of asimplanted spectra from He^ implan­
tations, at room temperature:(a), and at 200 °C:(b)• 
He^ dose 10^^ cm ^ 10^^ cm  ^was implanted at 
50 keV into n-type GaAs.
Pig 11: Backscattering spectra on isochronal anneal behavior
of samples implanted with 10^^ He"*" cm"^ at 50 keV, 
and annealed for 15 min. (a): He implantation at 
room temperature, and (b) : He**” implantation at 200 ^C.
Pig 12: Backscattering spectra on isochronal anneal behavior
15 + —2of samples implanted with 5 x 10 He cm at 
50 keV, and annealed for 15 min. (a): He'*' implan­
tation at room temperature, and (b): He'** implanta­
tion at 200 ^C.
Fig 13: Backscattering spectra on isochronal anneal behavior
of samples implanted with 10^^ He^ cm”  ^at 50 keV, 
and annealed for 15 min. (a): He* implantation at 
room temperature, and (b): He* implantation at 200 °C.
Fig 14(a): Dependence of sheet carrier concentration and
mobility on anneal temperatures for samples implanted 
with 10^^ Zn* cm~^ at 150 keV, and annealed with 
Si^N^ encapsulation.
Fig 14(b): Dependence of sheet carrier concentration and
mobility on anneal temperatures for samples implanted 
with 10^^ He* cm"^ at 50 keV plus 10^^ Zn* cm~^ at 
150 keV, and annealed with Si^N^ encapsulation.
Fig 15: Anneal behavior on carrier concentration and mobility
profiles from samples implanted with 10^^ Zn* cm"^
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(at room temperature) at 150 keV, and annealed for 
5 min or 15 min with. S i e n c a p s u l a t i o n  (Si^N^ 
deposited at 630 °C).
Fig 16: Anneal behavior on carrier concentration and mobility
profiles from samples implanted with 10^^ He* cm"^
at 50 keV plus 10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 150 keV (at room
temperature), and annealed for 1 min (60 sec) or
5 min or 15 min with SiVN. encapsulation (Si^N,
odeposited at 630 C).
Fig 17: Anneal behavior on carrier concentration and mobility
\ ■ ' 16 ■
profiles (depth) from samples implanted with 10 He* 
cm“  ^ (50 keV) plus 10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 150 keV (at room 
temperature), and annealed for 5 min or 15 min with 
Si^N^ encapsulation (Si^N^ deposited at 630 °0).
Fig 18: Anneal behavior on carrier concentration and mobility
depth profiles from samples implanted with 5 x 10 
Zn* cm"^ at 150 keV (at room temperature), and 
annealed for 15 min (except 900 °C) with Si^N^ or 
Al encapsulation.
Fig 19(a): Encapsulation effect on carrier concentration and
mobility depth profile from samples implanted with
10^^ Zn* cm“  ^at 150 keV (at room temperature), and 
■ oannealed at 700 C for 15 min. Profile shown by 
blank circles for Si^N^ encapsulation (deposited 
at 630 °C), black circles for Al encapsulation.
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Pig 19(b): Encapsulation effect on carrier concentration and 
mobility depth profile from samples implanted with 
10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 150 keV (at room temperature), 
and annealed at 800 °0 for 15 min. Profile plotted
by triangles for samples using Si..N. encapsulants
' o  ' :  . -deposited at 630 C, inverted triangles for
deposited at 585 °C.
Pig 20(a): Encapsulation effect oh carrier concentration and
mobility depth profile from samples implanted with 
10^^ He* cm"^ at 50 keV plus 10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 
150 keV (at room temperature), and annealed at 
700 °C for 15 min. Profile shown by blank circles 
for Si^N^ encapsulation (deposited at 630 C), and
black circles for Al encapsulation.
Pig 20(b): Encapsulation effect on carrier concentration and
mobility depth profile from samples implanted with 
10^^ He* cm"^ at 50 keV plus 10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 
150 keV (at room temperature), and annealed at 
800 °C for 15 min. Profile shown by triangles for 
samples using Si^N^ encapsulation deposited at 
630 C, and inverted triangles for deposited at 
585 °C.
Pig 21(a): Encapsulation effect on carrier concentration and 
mobility depth profile from samples implanted with 
10^^ He* cm"^ at 50 keV plus 10^ Zn* cm"^ at 
150 keV (at room temperature), and annealed at 
700 for 15 min. Profile shown by blank circles 
for Si^N^ encapsulation (deposited at 630 C), and
black circles for Al encapsulation.
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Pig 21(b): Encapsulation effect on carrier concentration and 
mobility depth profile from samples implanted with 
10^° He"^  cm“  ^at 50 keV plus 10^^ Zn* cm“  ^at 
150 keV (at room temperature), and annealed at 
700 °C for 15 min. Profile shown by triangles for 
samples using Si,N- encapsulation deposited at 
630 C, and inverted triangles for deposited at 
 ^ ;585 °C. : ; ,
Pig 22: He prebombardment effects and the dose dependence
on sheet carrier concentration* Samples were 
implanted with 10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 150 keV singly, 
or 50 keV He* plus 10^^ Zn* cm  ^at 150 keV at 
room temperature (He doses shown in scale of 
horizontal axis), and annealed for 15 min (at 
700 °C or 800 °C) or 5 min (at 900 °C).
Pig 23(a): He* prebombardment effect and the dose dependence 
on carrier concentration and mobility depth
15 + —2
profiles from samples implanted with 10 Zn cm 
at 150 keV singly, or with 50 keV He* plus 
10^^ Zn* cm"^ at 150 keV at room temperature, and 
annealed at 700 for 15 min with Al encapsulation.
Pig 23(b): He prebombardment effect and the dose dependence
on carrier concentration and mobility depth
' ' + profiles from samples implanted with Zn singly,
or with He* plus Zn* (dual) at room temperature,
and annealed at 700 °C for 15 min with Si^N^
encapsulation (deposited at 630 °C). Zn* dose;
10^5 cm” .^
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Pig 24(a): He**" prebombardment effect and the dose dependence 
on carrier concentration and mobility profiles 
(depth) from samples implanted with 10^^ Zn^ cm”^
at 150 keV singly or He*** at 50 keV plus 10^^ Zn"**
_2 ' • ■
cm at 150 keV (dual) at room temperature, and 
annealed at 800^0 for 5 min with Si^N^ encapsu­
lation (deposited at 630 °C).
Pig 24(b): He^ prebombardment effect on carrier concentration 
and mobility profile from samples implanted with 
10^0 He+ cm"^ at 50 keV (at 200 °C) plus 10^^ Zn'^  
cm“^.(150 keV) at room temperature, and annealed 
at 800 ^0 for 5 min with Si^N^ encapsulation 
deposited at 585 °0. Reference profile shown 
from sample implanted with 10^^ Zn"^  cm"^, and 
annealed at the same temperature for 15 min with 
Si^N^.deposited at 585 °C.
Pig 25(a): He*^  prebombardment effect and the dose dependence 
on carrier concentration and mobility profiles
from samples implanted with 10^^ Zn^ cm”  ^ at
■ - +  - +
150 keV at room temperature, or with He & Zn dual 
ions, and annealed at 8OO C for 15 min with 
Si^N^ encapsulation deposited at 630 °C. He^ pre­
implantation (prebombardment) conditions ranged 
from 10^^ cm~^ to 10^^ cm""^  for He'*' dose; 35. keV 
or 50 keV for the energy; at room temperature or 
at 200 °C (room temperature).
Pig 25(b): He'*' prebombardment effect and the dose dependence 
on carrier concentration and mobility profiles
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from samples implanted with 10^^ Zn”* cm~^ at 
150 keV ( single) or 50 keV He'*’ & 10^^ Zn^ cm"^ at 
150 keV (dual), and annealed at 800 for 15 min 
with Sienca p s u l a t i o n deposited at 585 °C.
Pig 26; He"** prebomhardment effect and the dose dependence on
carrier concentration and mobility profiles from
IS , _ p '
samples implanted with 10 Zn cm at 150 keV
(single) or with 10^^ cm*"^  (or 2 x 10^^ cm“ )^ He'*’ 
(dual) at the energy of 35 keV (or 50 keV) plus 
10^^ Zh^ cm~^ at 150 keV, and annealed at 900 °C 
for 60 sec with Si^N^ encapsulation (deposited at 
630 °C).
Pig 27: He'*' prebombardment effect and the dose dependence
on carrier concentration and mobility profiles 
from samples implanted with 10^^ Zn^ cmT^ at 
150 keV (single) or with 10^^ He'*' cm"^ at 50 keV 
plus 10^^ Zn'*' cmT^ at 150 keV, and annealed at 
900 °C for 5 min with Si^N^ encapsulation (deposit­
ed at 630 *0).
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Appendix 1: Excerpts of RBS spectroscopy principles and
calculations, on energy separation and thick- 
ness of amorphous layer, etc., which show how 
the resultant equations are introduced.
Appendix 2: LSS projected range Gaussian distributions (x:
depth). One broken line profile for 150 keV Zn'*’ 
(10^^ cm” )^, and two dotted line profiles for
35 keV He+ (10^^ om“ )^ and for 50 keV He'*'
15 *—2(10 cm" ) respectively. In the equation, Rp 
and^Rp stand for projected range and projected 
standard deviation respectively. Ns is implant­
ed dose.
Appendix 3: As-implanted RBS spectra of samples implanted
with 5 X 10^^ Zn'*' cm~^ at 150 keV. Two spectra 
are presented to show anomalous phenomenon of 
vanishing of amorphous layer and to confirm 
. reproducibility as in Fig 9.
Appendix 4(a): Carrier removal profiles (remained carrier
■ +concentrations in the substrate) by 50 keV He 
implantations into n-type epitaxial material 
(n = 6.5 X 10^ cm“  ^on semi-insulating sub­
strate) at room temperature, and annealed at
700 °C for 15 min with A1 encapsulation. He'*'
1 1 )  2 15 —2
doses ranged from 10 cm" to 5 x 10 cm .
Sheet electrical activities are shown in
Table III.
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Appendix 4(b): Carrier removal profiles by 50 keV He**"
implantations into n-type epitaxial material 
(n = 6.4 X 10^^ cm"^) at 200 °C. He* doses 
ranged from 10^^ cm"^ to 10^^ cm"^.
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TABLE (I). Electrical activities cf the samples 
implanted with Zn* 10^^ / cm^ at r.t- 
Cap ( Encapsulant )
A : aluminium, B : Si^N deposited at
630 'C, B' : Si.N^ deposited at 585 'c 
j  4
Sample No.Dual He Dose He Temp. Cap Annealing Sheet Carrier Hall Mobility Sheet Resisti' 
( / cm^) (°C & min) Ns: ( /cm^) (cm^/sec.volt) f ^ s :  { ^ / n  )
261-1 0 B. 650;15 2.083 X 10^^ 8.004 X 10^ 3.748 X 10^
259-9 0 A 700:15 1.346 X 9-817 X 101 4.730 X 1-2
260-3a 0 B. 700:15 2.734 X 8.464 X 10^ 2.700 X 10
•260-3b 0 B. 700:15 2.823 X 10^ '^ 8.142 X 10^ : 2.720 X 10^
260-3 0 B. 750:15 3.125 X 10^^ 9.501 X 10 V 2-105 X 10^
260-4a 0 B 800:5. 4.375 X 10^^ 8.976 X 101 1.591 X 10%
260-4b 0 B. 800:5 4.375 X 10^^ 7.264 X 10^ 1.967 X 10^
262-2 0 B 800:5 3.977 X 10^^ 9.790 X 10^ 1.605 X IC^
260-3a 0 B, 800:15 4.605 X lo'l 9.665 X 10 \ ■ 1 404 X 10^
260-3b 0 B 800:15 4.605 X 10^^ 1.023 X 10^ 1.327 X 10^
259-4 0 B 800:15 3.977 X 10^^ 1.053 X 10^ 1.493 X io^
259-6a 0 B» 800:15 4.861 X lO^T' 1.664 X 10^ 7.726 X i q 1
261-2 0 B • 800:15 4.861 X 10^^. 9.924 X 10^ . 1.296 X 10^
262-1 ' 0 B» 800:15 4.605 X 10^^ 1.213 X 10^ 1.119 X 10^
261-6 0 B 850:5 6.250 X lo'" 9.943 X 10^ 1,006 X 10^
261-6a 0 . B 900:1 7.292 X 10^^ 1.031 X 10^ 8.313 X Iq I
26l-6b 0 B 900:1 7 . 292 X 10^^ 8.117 X 10^ 1.056 X 10^
261-1 d  . B 900:5 6.731 X 1 0 ^ \ 1.025 X 10^ 9.060 X 1q 1
262-2a 0 B 900:5 6.944 X 10^^ 1.094.X 10^ 8.223 X 101
259-3
. Energy 50 
10
keV
200 °C B» 800:5 4.375 X lo'^. 1.172 X l o i 1.219 X 1q 2
259-3 . 10^° 200 B 800:15 7.955 X 10^^ 1.998 X 10^ 3.933 X loi
261-3 10^^ 200 B 800:15 . 4.375 X 10^^ 1.009 X 10^ 1.415 X 10^
261-4 10 ^ ^ r . t. B 800:15 4.861 X 10^^ 9.458. X ... 1.359 X 10^
.259-2 2 x  10^2 r . t . B 800:15 4.605 X lo/'^ 8.741 X 10- \ 1.553 X 10^
259-8 10^3 r . t, B» 800:15 4.605 X 10^^ 1 • 143 X 10^ 1.251 X 10^
260-5 10^5 r . t. A 700:15 1.389 X 10^^ 9 306 X 10' 4 836 X 10^
260-6 10^^ r . t. B 700:15 2.917 X lo'r 8 - 328 X 10^ 2 ; 573 X 10^
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TABLE (I) cont’d 
. Sample No.Dual He Dose He Temp
/ / 2\
( /cm )
Cap Annealing Sheet Carrier HalL Mobility Sheet Resisti 
(*^ C & min) Ns: ( / cm^) (cm^/sec.volt) s: □ )
k 259-7 10^^ r . t- B
260-la lo'^ r . t. B
26C-lb 10^^ r t. B
k 26C-5 10 r . t . B'
260-2a lo'^ ; . r.t B
260-2b 10^5 r <_ t . B
260-la 10l5 r t , B
260-Tb 10^^ r t B
.260-2a 10^^ r.t. . B
260-2b 10^^ r.t. B
k 260-9 2 X 10^^ r.t. A
261-Ba 2 X 10^^ r.t. B
261-8b 2 X 10^^ r. t. B
k 260-9 2 X 10^^ r.t. B»
261-8a 2 X 10^^ r.t. B
261-8b 2 X 10^^ r.t. B
k 260-10 5- X 10^^ r.t. A
259-5 5 X 10^^ r.t. B
260-10 5 X 10^^ r.t. B'
261-7a 5 X 10^^ r.t. B
261-7b 5 X 10^5 r . t- B
k 259-5 5 X 10^5 r. t. B
261-7a 5 X 10l5 r.t. B
261-7b 5 X IQlS r.t. B
k 260-7 10^^ . r . t . A
260-8c 10^^ r t B
k 259-10 10^^ r.t. B
260-7 10^^ r . t. B»
260-8a 10^^ r.t. B
260-Bb 10^^ r.t. B
260-8a 10^^ r.t. B
260-8b 10^^ r.t. B
80e
800
800
800
800
800
9ÔÛ
900
900
900
700
800
800
800
900
900
700
800
800
800
800
900
900
900
700
700
800
800
800
800
900
900
5
5
5
15
15
15
1
1
5
5
15
5
5
15
1
1
15
5
15
15
15
1
5
5
15
15
5
15
15
15
5
5
3..365 X lo ’ " 8,.016 X 10 ' 2 .317 X ic2
3..646 X 10 8,,924 X iq 1 1,.921 X lo2
3,. 646 X 9 .444 X 10^ 1. 815 X lo2
4 861 X loi" 1 124 X 10^ .. 1.. 144 X 10^
4 .605 X 10 1 092 X 10^ 1 243 X 10^
4 dC5 X 10"'^ 1 .072 X 10^ : ■ 1 266 X lo2
5 469 X 10'^ I, 110 X 10^ 1,,030 X 10^
5 469 X 10 1, 116 X 10^ 1 024 X 10^
7 292 X lo'" 1 213 X 10^ 7 .064 X 10"
7:,292 X lo'" 1. 287 X 10^ .6 662 X 10^
1..287 X 10^ "^ 9..296 X 10^ 5. 225 X 10^
3 646 X 10^^ 9 923 X 10^ 1 728 X lo2
3.. 646 X lo'" 9 967 X 10^ 1.,720 X 10^
4..861 X 10^" 1..210 X 10^ 1 ,063 X 10^
5..833 X lo:^ 1, 158 X 10^ 9 254 X 10"
5..833 X 10^^ 1.. 117 X 10^ 9 596 X 10^
1,.268 X lo'" 9.,135 X 10^ 5 .395 X 10^
3,,125 X lo'" 1..595 X 10^ 1,. 254 X 10^
4..605 X lo'" •1 114 X 10^ 1 .219 X 10^
4,.861 X lo'" 1 064 X 10^ 1 .208 X 10^
4 .861 X lo'" 1 023 X 10^ 1 257 X 102
5 469 X lo'" 8 246 X 10^ 1 386 X 10^
5 833 X 10^' 1 112 X 10^ 9 634 X 10^
6 731 X lo'." 9. 669 X 10^ 9 604 X i o i
1.,006 X lo'" 9 814 X 10^ 6 332 X 10^
2 188 X 10^' 8, 713 X
1
10 3 279 X 10^
3., 646 X lo'^ 9.,154 X 10 ' ■ 1 ,.873 X ic2
4.,167 X iol4 1..084 X 10: 1 ,.384 X 10^
3 977 X 10l4 1, 129 X 10^ 1 :392 X 10^
3 977 X 10^4 1 128 X 10 2 1 393 X 10^
5. 833 X lo'" 1 .095 X 10^ 9 788 X 10^
5- 833 X lo'^ 1 . 114 X 10^ . o 616 X 10^
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TABLE (I) cont’d
Sarr.ile îôc Dual He*Drse He*T emp Cap Annealing Sheet Carrier Hall Mr.:bi li ty Sh'301 Resisti
( / cm^) ( 'C & min) Ns: ( / cm^)
2
(cm //sec vt 1 'L) /"s: (4/o )
Ener gy 35 keV
259-1 10^^ r.t. B 800:5 3.dl7 X lo'" 9 339 X i q : 2 218 < 10^
259-1 10l5 ■r.t.; B 900:1 5 147 X 10^ '^ 9 675 X 10" 1 255 X 10-
211 - 7 a 5 X 10^5 r -1 . ■ . B 700;15 2.244 X 10l4 8 219 X 10 : .3.389 X 10^
261-7b 5 x 10^^ r.t. B 800:15 : 3 .646 X 10"^ 1 029 X 10^ 1 666 X 10^
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TABLE (il) Electrical activities cf samples
+ 15, 0
implanted with Zn 5x10 /cm*” at
room temperature (r.t.)
Energy : 150 keV
ial Samrle No. Cap Annealing Sheet Carrier Hall Mobility Sheet Resistivity
Ns : ( /cm^) (cm^/sec.volt) T^s : (-^/n)
k 261-9 Al. 700 ^C.15 min ;3.646 x l0;^ '^  9-545 x 10^ 1.796 x 10^
262-5a Si.N. 800 % .  5 min 1.250 x 10^^ 1.074 x. 10^ 4.654 x 10^
2o2-5b ^^3^4 800 °C.5 min 1.389 x 10^^ 1.013 x 10^ . 4.444 x 10^
261-lOa Si^N^ 800 °C.15 min 1.750 x 10^^ 1,052 x 10^ 3.394 x 10^
261-lOb S i d  ' 800 °C.15 min 1.250 x 10^^ 1.118 x 10^ 4.472 x 10^
3  4
262-5 Si 900 °C..l min 2.083 x 10^^ 9/912 x 10^ 3.027 x 10^
261-10 Si N^ 900 °C.5 min 1.042 x 10^^ 1.196 x 10^ 5.019 x 10^
— 7 6 —
TABLE (HT) Carrier Removal by He Implantation 
into N-Epil.nxial M.oterial
annealinq : 700 °C 15 min
le K'o. Material Implanted^Dose Temp(Implant) Sheet Carrier Con. Sheet Resistivity
( /cm ) Ns ( /cm*") /*s : { S I/d)
: 50 k e V
4a  H T U S 39 10* ^ s d o 3.356 % 10* “ 3.427 X i r . %
4h  i i r U S 39 10 20U * c 3.365 X 10* “ 3.4 IQ X 10%
5a f i r U S 39 10* ^ 200 c 4,281 10*2 . 2.622 X 10%
5b  III U S 39 10 200 ° c 4 . 177 X 2.643 X 10%
8a  l i r U S 39 10'5 200. ' c 4 . 108 X l.*2 2.652 X 10%
O h  !1T U S '39 i o \5 200 ■' c 4,122 X l u *  2 2.697 X 10%
D a  t l T U S 39 5 X 10^5 200 ' c 3.082 / 10* % 3.501 X 10%
Q h  H T J S 39 5 X 10^5 200 ^ c  . 3.324 X 10* % 3.212 X 10%
10a  HT us ’39 10' 6 ' 200 ■’G 2.667 10* % 4.228 \ 10%
10b  HT • i t s 39 10^ ^ 200, " c T - 2.518 X 10* % 4.156 X , , %
- l a U S 38 l o ' S r . t . 4.191 • X 10* % 2.774 X 10%
- 2a . U S 33 5 X 10^3 r  t 4.657 X 10* % 2.502 X 10%
, 3a us 38 10*'^ r . t - 4.325 .< 10* % 2.604 X 1C%
- l b .us 38 10* ^ r  t - — 4.233 < 10* % 2.645 X l u %
- l a us 38 5 X 10l 4 r . t . 3.798 X 10*% 2:968 X 10%
- 4b u s 38 5 X I 0 l 4 . r . t . - 3 . 746 X 1U * % 2.900 X
o
l u “
- 2a us 28 5 / i o n  4 r . t . ■— 3.720 X l u * % 2.960 X 10%
- 2b us 38 5 X 10* ' r . t . 3.877 X 10 * % 2.917 X 10%
! -3h u s 38 10^5 r . t . 3.752 X 10* % 3.004 X 16%
“  *t3 , us 38 10l 5 r . t . 3.223 X 10*2 3.321 X .10%
- 4b us 38 l o ' s  ' r . t . 3.445 X 10* % 3.128 X 10%
- 5a us 38 5 X 10*5 r . t . 3.873 X 10* % 2.781 X 16%
- 5b  ■ us 38 ; 5 X 10*5 r . t . 4.012 ,x 10*% 2.646 X 10%
y : 35. k e V
10*5 l u * %1-2 u s 39 r . t . - 3.821 X . 2.859 X 10%
1- 2 ' a s i m f  l a r i L e ( d U S 39 10*5 r . t . 2.923 X 10* % 3.867 X 10%
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Appendix 1: Introduction of Backscattering Principles
The energy of particles backscattered from the surface is given
toy 2
E* = K Eo Eo: incident particle energy
2 /
K is the fractional amount of energy at the scattering (back-
scattered energy/incident energy), called kinematic constant
defined; 2 _ MHeC0s6l . rr MHeC0S(9c \2 M -
~ n/r . M V n/r . M ^ M 1 M
here helium ion beam 1.5 MeV is used, thus Eo = 1.5 MeV,
scattering angle: 6L = 150 , = 4* and M is the target mass
number, when&= 180 sln^Oo- 0
1 - 2(1 - cos fi)
Regarding the surface peaks of gallium and arsenic element, 
the energy separation which corresponds to mass separation 
(the target atoms) resolution;
= Bis -
= 2Eo - COS Û,) X Mas
(%e ■ (%e
because Mjjg= 4 Mga.MAg 69.5, 75)
ziE 2Eo M„„(l - cos a) '
• -^ Ga ^As
this is proportional to a certain number of channels: N^ '
In amorphous GaAs, the backscattering spectroscopy can be treated 
as 'Random* spectrum
The energy loss by scattering (between incident and back- 
scattered) at the depth
Eo - E« = / [ S] =^E*
Another energy separation: zhE* which is proportional to Rg 
channel number
Therefore,
^E* = ziE X ■ 'ffi- — [ S ] = ^ E X 5^ X l/[ S ]
1 1 
jj : the thickness of amorphous layer which is namely propor­
tional to the number of channels, Ng
[S]: S factor or energy loss parameter, mainly affected by
electron stopping power, experimentally or already known
1 r^ T?n constant value is applied
[S]= k 2[||]^.
stopping powerj^^J is described as [■^] the MEASUREMENT 
TECHNIQUES.
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